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Eddy County Desires to Get Bill In Congress to Permit He Registered as Gaylord Quarter of a Million Men If Elected Mayor Public Will Meetings of Enumerators are
Bond Issue for Municipal
Smith on Passenger List
Will Cease Work at
Know How Cash Is
a Share of the Territorial
Being Arranged for in
Works
of
Steamer
Twelve O'clock
Fund
Various Localities
Spent
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NEW

STREETS

More Trouble Over Straighten- Postmaster Appointed Today Would Not Tell the Reporters A Raise in Wages of Five Cents Will Be Built and Efficient
for Sandoval, Carter and
Whether He Would Meet
lice Appointed to Patrol
ing Rio Grande in Dona
per Ton Is Demanded by
Knowles.
Them.
Ana County.
Employes.
f
i
1

Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- Special to the Xew Mexican.
March 31. Delegate
livan is home from a good roads, irriWashington,
gation and water rights trip to the AnrJrpu-- hn KAPlirdH tha nnTinintminf
lower Pecos valley: He was appealed as postmasters at Sandoval, Sandoval
to by the citizens of Eddy county for county, Julio Martinez; at Carter,
help to complete a good road from Roosevelt county, Mrs. Eva P. Stokes;
Carlsbad to the Plains country to the at Knowles, Eddy county, John L.
northeast in which five thousand peo- Emerson.
Delegate Andrews passed a pension
ple have settled the past few years
and who on account of the bad roads bill for the restoration and increase
go to Texas to do thei.- buying or of pension for Roque Candelaria of
trading. Eddy county has expended a Manzano, Torrance county, Company
thousand dollars to put the road injA. Fifth Xew Mexico Infantry, $15 a
shape and has built & fine highway month, from June 3. 1904. Also from
except for two stretches f sand, one 'the pension bureau for Juan Antonio
about six and the other about two Sanchez of Velarde, reissue $15 a
miles in length. To build a good road month.
over this will take about $4,000 morej Delegate Cameron passed in both
of which Eddy county is willing to Houses the Douglas, Arizona, $350,000
contribute $2,000 and asks that it be water works bond bill. He also
$2,000 out of the good roads troduced a bill to permit the Phoenix
fund which this year will amount to taxpayers to vote on an issue of $300,- about $45,000. Eddy county has had 000 bonds for a municipal electric
but little recognition from the terri- light, gas and power plant.
torial government and seems to be
entitled to that small share of the BIG RAILROAD SALE IN

Hamburg, March 31. According to
other passengersof the streamer Gen- eral Grant' G1ord Pinchot landed
here yesterday He remained over
night and proceeded this morning to
Copenhagen, ale appeared on the pas- senger list lis Gaylord Smith. Mr.
Pinchot, on embarking at Xew York,
registered as "Mr. Gaylord Smith," in
order to avoid the reporters. Once

Po-

HURIT

C1WUTI1

GIVEN

Supervisor Is Keeping Post Office
Force Busy With Shipments
of Circulars and Supplies.

Frank P. Sturges, who was nomiThe Roswell census enumerator
City, Mo., March 31 This
acclamation for candidate have called a meeting of the census
nated
by
coal
whistles
minefin
of
the
evening
for
of Santa Fe at the Republi- enumerators for Chaves county at
the southwestern interstate fields will can mayor
j
convention held in the court Roswell on April 9 to discuss ways
call the men to work, but the men in house yesterday afternoon, was the and means to
give Chaves county a
all probability will not respond as recipient of hundreds of congratula- complete and accurate census.
The
Carlsbad Commercial Club is looking
they have asked for an increase of tory messages today.
Asked to make a statement of his actively after the census interests of
j
wages which the operators say they policy if elected mayor of this
city, Eddy county.
cannot meet. The southwestern fields Mr. Sturges said today:
A meeting of the Indian enumeraemploy about 23,000 men producing
Briefly, my policy will be as fol- tors has been called to meet at the
13,000,000 tons of coal annually, and lows: First, in regard to the city New Mexican office on April 10 to disI shall see that there is a cuss the difficult phases of taking the
out of Xew York harbor, however, he includes the states of
Missouri, Kan- finances,
statement published ac- Indian census. Superintendent Clinmade no attempt to conceal his idenquarterly
sas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. The opto
the public for cash re- ton J. Crandall is showing a helpful
did
not
He
counting
make
his
known
tity.
interest in the taking of the census.
definite intentions regarding a meeting erators say they are well prepared ceived and for cash spent.
A meeting of the census enumerawith Mr. Roosevelt regarding conser- - for a shut down. The railroads and
in
to
the
"Second,
building
regard
vation matters, but fellow passengers large consumers also assert that they of street pavements.
If I can't build tors of Santa Fe county will be called
said that they gained the impression fare prepared, and the operators say more than one mile of streets in the for Tuesday evening, April 12, to disthat such a meeting is proposed. Mr. vthat no effect of the strike will be felt next two years I propose to see that cuss census matters.
that mile is built right. It will be of
Pinchot will visit Copenhagen for the for about sixty days,
Superintendent of Public Instrucsuch quality that it will not need tion J. E. Clark and his assistants
purpose of calling upon his sister, j
Southwestren District Involved.
constant repair and in the long run R. E. Asplimd and Acasio Gallegos,
Lady Alan Johnston, wife of the Brit-- !
Indianapolis, InJ., March 31. Two
are taking an active interest in the
ish minister to Denmark.
thousand organized miners in it will be an economy to the city.
"As regards the police protection census work and have addressed evj the bituminous
coal fields of the Unit- JUAREZ RACES FILL
ed States will strike at 12 o'clock to- - furnished the citizens of Santa Fe, It ery teacher in the Territory asking
road fund.
LOWER PECOS VALLEY.
and urging them to
EL PASO JAILS. 'night and will stay away from the elected mayor I pledge myself to ap- for
Incorporation.
a marshal and a police force instruct the children as to the meanPecos, Texas, March 31. The W.
point
toto
consent
mines
were
filed
the
until
operators
Incorporation papers
20 miles north of Pecos, owned
of the census schedules.
Sheriff Complains He Cannot Feed pay an advance in wages of five cents that will not only guard the city but ing
day in the office of Territorial Sec- ranch,
and
of
Kansas
D.
W.
City,
Johnson,
will
by
I
street
If
Thousands
of posters in Spanish,
suppress
rowdyism.
announcean
Gordon
Jaffa
Xathan
the
to
on
per ton, according
retary
by
Prisoners
Thirty Cents AllowF. W. Johnson, of Pecos, has been sold
find the policemen are unwilling or English and German are being mailed
ment
made
at
for
the
Dry Goods Company of Gallup,
ed
That
today
headquarters
Purpose.
to John Means and associates, cattlecounty. The capital stock is men
of the United Mine Workers in this unable to suppress rowdyism I shall from the local postofflce. All but
mountain
Davis
the
from
country
of the three hundred and
appoint other men and keep on chang- twenty-fou- r
$15,000 divided into 150 shares, of
El
31.
There city. President Lewis said that the ing the force until I
Paso, Texas, March
not made public.
two
men
enumerators
who
have been commisthe
which each of the three incorporators for a consideration
get
made
to
be
over 300,000 are more prisoners in the El Paso district agreements are
includes
will do their duty."
sioned and Census Supervisor Paul A.
and directors, have each taken fifty The transfer and
confident
the
he
is
that
and
in
than
county jail
the jails of the spedily
12,000 cattle.
acres of land
F. Walter is much pleased with the
shares, these being: John A. Gordon,
most densely populated counties of suspension of work in many districts
interest and enthusiasm manifested
A.
Rosenfeld.
Leo
and
Gregory Page
Texas, according to a statement made will be only for a few days. The exe-t- o
the men and women appointed. He
by
District Court.
is
the county commissioners by Sher-- : cutive board of the miners' union
NO
believes
MORE
that Xew Mexico is going to
A divorce suit was filed today in KILLED
A
WITH
iff Hall.
There from 90 to 150 pris-- ' in session today. Tonight the mem-oner- s
be given as good if not a better centhe district court for Torrance counin the jail at all times, and the bers go to their respective districts
sus than any of the states.
ty by J. E. Braxton vs. Lizzie E. Braxaverage daily number is conservative- - and direct the strikes,
The following additional appointton, the couple having been married
AFRICA
)
at
in
95, while in Houston the
Coal Will Advance
Price,
ly given
MONKEY
ments
of census enumerators are anat Poolville, Texas, on December 27,
average is 90 per day, and at San An-- i Chicago, March 31. The most opti-toninounced :
1890. Abandonment in February, 1909,
75.
mistic of the local operators today
Rio Arriba County.
is alleged. There is one daughter as
Letters from the officials of these set thirty days' as the probable dura-jail- s
Miss Ella Hughes of Velarde, for
the fruit of the marriage but plaintiff
Louisiana
Commission
Game
Rosn
sher-'ioof
Rider
were
coal
the
at
the
of
local
the
shut
down
presented by
Joy
i Wealthy
does not ask her for her custody.
Precincts 1 Embudo and 25 Velarde.
iff in connection with a petition
for mines in Illinois, pending an adjust
Will Import Elands and
j
well Struck Down by an additional
New Bridge for Colfax County.
Pedro F. Salazar of Chamita, for
jail guard during the day ment of the differences between the
2li
2 Slcalde,
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-- j
8 Chamita,
Precincts
Dikdiks
It
Infuriated Farmer
watch, because the jail has increased 75,000 miners and the operators.
livan is today passing on the plans
33
28
San
and
Ranchitos,
in size, and there are now 121 prison- - is predicted that Chicago will feel the
Espanola
for a fine two span, 130 foot bridge!
Pedro
ers confined there.
of the strike in two weeks as
(effects
across the Vermejo at Colfax for the
Collins Dixon of Dixon, for Pre
Hall also said that other counties al-- ; most of the coal dealers have only a WANTED FOR FORD PURPOSES
He is SUCCUriBEDTO CRUSHED SKULL low
Colfax county commissioners.
cincts 3 Rio Chama, 7 Chama Abajo
sheriffs 45 cents per day for, limited supply;-- ' Prices are expected
the
measuring the stresses as well as the
and 11 Abiquiu.
each prisoner, while he is allowed to advance sharply to the small con- capacity of the arches for permitting
New
Mexican's
m
for
cents.
Sophie Archuleta of Santa Fe, for
Suggestion
,'sumer.
in Passing Down oniy
the floods to pass. The bridge is to Automobile
4 Chimayo,
5 Truchas, (j
Commissioner
Precincts
Mine in Iowa Suspends.
said:
Freudenthal
the
Canebrakes
Every
Stocking
be of reinforced concrete.
Road Had FrightCountry
30
31.
is not a good showing for El
"That
Sarco.
Iowa
Ojo
March
Quemado,
Des
Moines, la.,
Is Adopted.
More Trouble on the Rio Grande.
ened Mules.
Paso county, but as far as the food c6al operators today indicated that the
Antonio D. Vargas of Ojo Caliente,
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulcan buy 100 pounds of rice officers of the state mining depart-fo- r
for Precincts 9 Ojo Caliente and 10
goes,
you
livan is being urged to make a trip
New Orleans, March 31. Xo more El Rito.
$5, and feed them that."
ment WjU treat with their own men
to Dona Ana county where there is
Roswell, X. M., March 31. Syl- to Africa for the eh.ase of the
wish
"I
I
said
the
could,"
sheriff,
trips
Fernando E. Delgado of Chamita.
miners.
to
on
terms
favorable
Every
more trouble on account of improve- - vanus Johnson, a wealthy and promi- "I am
wart for Precincts 12 Sebolla and 16 Can- eland,
dikdik,
$8."
paying
af-- hippopotamus,
4
at
this
m
Iowa
mine
suspenaed
from
ment work on the Rio Grande. In nent citizen of Roswell is dead
"You could make money on the
hog and other strange animals will jilon.
ternoon, when the present scale
straightening the river, land within the effects of a blow on the head from
be necessary ten years from now if
them 5 cents' j
by
feeding
Roman Atencio of Dixon, for Pre
d0Wn
s
the
shut
believed
but
it
stream
chaufeast
pired)
thrown
of the
a bend is
a m0nkey wrench hurled at his
the Louisiana state legislature heeds cincts 13 Petaca, 14 Vallecitos and 31
sam
a
oi
woiiu
rice
uay,
juage
.
will be of brief duration
and the owners object strenuously, es- feur a ee ag0 by an infuriated
the request of the state game com- La Cueva.
Railroad Strike Also Threatened.
pecially as the river is not eating in- - farmer. While speeding near Roswell,
are New York, March 31. The Erie mission. The commission after a
then
Hall
that
there
explained
Jose G. Borrego of Chamita, for Pre
to their land but is eating farther and johrjsons automobile
frightened a many prisoners held here who are railroad
with Congressman Brous-sar- d cincts 15 Los Pinos
re- conference
offered
and 27 Tusas.
employes,
today
farther into the outside bank, thus
nf mill.a flriveil hv a vounsr farm. wiuLa m uuhw pans oi me maw,
decided
to ask the legis.
t
John R. Eturriaga of Parkview, for
celvIng iess than three hundred dol- - lature for antoday
me and Commissioner Smith said
throwing more land to the west of the er. The latter tnrew
a wrencn
at J.L.
'The
appropriation for the Precincts 17 Tierra Amarillia, 18 Parkriver.
the! cent in waees. nrovided the
of African big game to
chauffeur, but his aim was had and Herald says the races brought
importation
original
view, 29 El Vado.
Bridge Over the Gila.
Johnson sank back in his seat with a criminals."
men be with- Louisiana for breeding purposes. Rep
made
the
demands
The Good Roads Commission finds
Sixto Chaves of El Rito, for Pre
by
crushed skull. The identity of the
of the men resentative Broussard has introduced cincts 19 Chama and 32 Monero.
drawn.
Representatives
that the proposed bridge over the Gila farmer has not been learned.
ina
in
bill
FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
Congress looking to the
refused to accept and stated that the
on the highway from Silver City to
Luis M. Ortiz of Chamita for Pre
troduction of African animals into the
FOR THE POOR IN RUSSIA.
insisted
will
demands
be
is
which
cost
up
will
20 Coyote, 23 Canones and 24
original
$58,000,
cincts
Mogollon
SON
GREEN'S
HETTY
United
States for food purposes.
on.
too much for the county or the comGallinas.
IS PESSIMISTIC.
San Francisco, Cal., March 31. On
A suspension
mission to expend.
Shortage in Coal Already.
Harmon P. Williams of Lumberton,
NEGRESS CLAIMED TO BE
order
of Probate Judge Coffey, the
Loraine, Ohio, March 31. A large
bridge could be put in for probably He Voices the Absurd Idea That The
for Precinct 21 Lumberton and 22
LAW
COMMON
WIFE.
PEER'S
estate
of
$15,000
Friedman,
Joseph
$5,000 but there is a prejudice against
part of the plant of the National Tube
Rosa.
was today transmitted to St. Peters- Company, of the United States Steel
Democrats Will Elect the Presisuspension bridges in that neck of the
Eulogio Cata of Chamita, for San
of
in
Mexico
Ranch
in. 1912.
Northern
Ojitos
dent
the
be
to
distributed
among
burg
woods.
Corporation plant shut down today,
Juan
and Santa Clara pueblos.
Sold
Late
Lord
Beresford
for
napoor of Littau, Russia, Friedman's
throwing four thousand men. out of
Inspecting Oil.
Ladd of Dulce for Jicarilla
Edward
Gold.
$190,000
down
31.
iNew
March
town.
made
Friedman
this
"People
tive
York,
In
is
coal
Miss Anita Chapman, deputy in the
giv
employment. Shortage
reservation.
Apache
en as '.the. reason.
office of the territorial coal oil in- in Texas are backing Mayor Gaynor
Antonio Tapia of Santa Fe, for San
El Paso, Texas, March 31. Ojitos
spector went to Espanola this fore- as the logical candidate for the presiranch
in
northern
Ildefonso,
Nambe, Pojoaque and Tesu-qu- e
Mexico,
property
a
am
noon to inspect a shi nent of oil.
dency in 1912, and although I
of
Delaval
Lord
the
late
Beresford,
pueblo grants.
Republican, I agree with them.
New Poastmaster at Vaughn.
was sold here today for $190,000 gold
B
San Juan County.
This was the declaration of Edward
Leonard A. Hardie, postmaster at
was concluded in behalf of
The
sale
Mrs.
Darrow of Largo for Pre
Eva
naR.
former
H.
Republican
Green,
Vaughn, has
resigned the office.
of
Lord
Beresford
Admiral
1 Pine River and 7 Largo.
Charles
cincts
in
SDence Hardie has been appointed in tional committeeman from Texas,
the British navy, brother and admin
Ulysses S. Waggoner ot Floravista,
MEN
his place, Mrs. T. M. Dumas remain- - an interview. Mr. Green, who Is theof the estate of the late Lord for Precincts 2 Aztec and 8 Flora
istrator
son of Mrs. Hetty Green, and presiing as assistant.
Delaval. Lord Delaval was killed in vista.
iSchool of Mines
Faculty.' dent of the Texas Midland, expressed
a wreck near Medicine Hat, Canada,
for
W. L. Paddock of Pendleton,
The New Mexico board of regents the opinion that the Republican party Western
about
four years ago. A negress con Precincts 3 La Plata, 4 Fruitland, 11
of
Into
Each
Two
Trains
Crash
Penitentiary
is
divided
and
predicted
hopelessly
to be his
of the New Mexico iSchool of Mines
tested his will,
Shiprock.
Other on Banks of Rhein common law wife.claiming
Pennsylvania Will Follow
the faculty as follows: Democratic success in the next nationhas
William T. McCarty of Farmington,
E. A. Drake, A. M., president; Fred- - al election.
New Mexico's Example
in Germany
for Precincts 5 Farmington.
will
success
Democratic
"I
believe
MAR.GARITO FLORES GIVEN
erick P. Paul, Ph. D.( geology and
Feliberto Jacquez of Blanco, for
be the only effective means of checkEIGHT YEARS FOR BURGLARY.
mineralogy; R. V. Smith, B. S., nun- 10
6 Bloomfield, 9 Blanco,
Precincts
n
which
wave
of
inS
the
U C. Walker, A.
TO
BE
ABOLISHED TWO SIGNAL MEN ARRESTED
ing and metallurgy;
STRIPES
Cedarhill.
over
has
the
been spreading
country
v.
m whomati- - fioor
Kern.
El Paso, Texas, March 31.
Albert Blake and John B. Arrington
Roosevelt became the recogFlores, charged with having burg of
merer, Ph. D., chemistry; B. K. Cogh-la- since
Farmington, and Joe K. Platero for
B. C, civil engineering; R. I. nized leader of the Republican party,"
Worst Behaved Men to be Gave Right of Way to Two larized the store of A. Pozil, on South Navajo reservation.
Only
Mr.
Green.
added
the
street
El Paso
by cutting through
Kirchman, E. M., instructor in physics
Roosevelt .County.
Marked Like Zebras in
Crews at the Same
ceiling from a room in the Pacific
and civil engineering; C. C. Smith, Ph. SENATOR
Dee Totten of Delphos, for PreBEVERIDGE
serve
was
to
hotel
sentenced
Future.
the
Moment.
above,
W.
03., principal of academy; Anna
cincts 1 Portales, outside of town limAGAIN AT INDIANAPOLIS.
eight years in the penitentiary. This
Fitch, registrar. The hoard of trusits.
sentence
in
is
heaviest
the
imposed
tees consist of Aniceto C. Abeytia,
March 31. There
31.
Pa.,
March
Pittsburg,
Muehlheim,
Ora WTood of Portales, for town of
con31.
At
March
a
Indianapolis,
and the way of the transgressor
president; C. T. Brown, secretary and ference of candidates for the nomina are so many "gentlemen convicts" It appears today that upwards of 200 years
Portales.
is
in
the
El
Paso
harder;
getting
treasurer; James G. Fitch, W. A; tion to state offices
700 prisoners now in the
Joseph Ia Paxton, of Elida, for preby the Indiana Re-- , among the
persons received more or less serious juries are different. The maximum
western
'
Fleming Jones and A. H. Hilton.
Pennsylvania
2 Elida.
penitentiary
be
will
cinct
which
convention,
which
offense
of
the"
publican
for
penalty
"
steamer express ran
held here tomorrow, It was announ- - that Warden John Francis announced injury when the
Flores was charged is 12 years in the
Augustin W. Ferrin of Painter, for
SIX MEN KILLED IN
ced today that resolutions will be of- - today that stripes are to be practically down and wrecked a military train
Precincts 4 Floyd, 18 Upton and 19
OKLAHOMA MINE EXPLOSION. fered as a plank in the convention ' abandoned at that institution. Neat bound for Strassburg yesterday. The penitentiary.
Macy.
suits of blue, with class letters on total dead are twenty-tw- o
and six oth- MYRA KELLY, NOTED
platform endorsing the Payne-AldrlcFred G. Forrest of Talor, for PreWilburton, Okla., March 31. An ex- - tariff law, despite the fact that Sena- - them are to be substituted gradually ers are said to be dying. The victims
cincts 5 Tolar and 22 Perry.
AUTHOR DIES AT LONDON
were soldiers. Two signal men have
plosion in Mine No. 2 of the Great tor Beveridge voted against the bill, for the stripes, and only the worst
Basset G. Edmonson of Longs, for
London, March 31. Myra Kelly
Coal and Coke Company here Senator Beveridge arrived from Wash- - haved men are to he punished by unl- - been charged with giving both trains (Mrs. Allen McNaughton), a noted
rorms or the zeora" type,
mgton toaay.
the right of way the same moment.
early today killed six men.
writer, died today after long illness,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Old Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Bobolink

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

Established 1856.

I see the honest captain,
on the bridge,
As hopefully he gazes

inter Grocery Co.

WW
Made to

No. 40

Telephone

CALL AID SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Denver, Colo., March 31.
Forecost for N'ew Mexico: Fair
tonight with frost and not so
sold in north portion. Friday
fair with warmer weather.

o'er many a
watery ridge;
I see the good ship plunging, I see the
creamy foam
That spreads away besides her as
Election for
School Directors
swiftly she comes home;
I hear the sailors shouting across the Election for school directors will be
waves to me.
held on Monday In all of the rural
Triumphantly forgetting the perils of districts.
W. C. T. U. Meets Tomorrow
The
the sea.
Woman's Temperance Union will hold
My ship is in the offing my ship that a meeting on Friday, April 1st, at 1
p. m. All members are requested to
sailed away
When hope was strong within me and lie present.
The San-- '
Deep Snow in Mountains
all the year was May;
I
proudly hail her coming, though gre de Cristo range was a beautiful
sight today, being covered with deep
furroughs crease my brow,
Though pleasures that once lured me snow from the peaks of Mount Baldy
j and the Lakes,
almost 13,000 feet high,
impart no gladness now;
My ship comes bringing fortune my down to the foothills 8,000 feet high.
It. was a promise of plenty of water
children shall enjoy
And yielding them the glory I dream- for irrigation, for the range was cover
ed from one end to the other.
ed of as a boy.
Moving Pictures Still the Fad
Bitter Cold at Las Vegas It was Moving picture shows are still the
five above zero at Las Vegas yester- fed and the Elks' theatre has a fine
selection for tomorrow night. The picday and all fruit buds were killed.
tures are entitled "The Roman," "LitSpringer to Have Republican Paper tle men of the Woods,"
"Laurels," a
A. S. Bushkevitz, member of the
beautiful
colored
and "Long
series,
Rea
last legislature, will establish
publican newspaper at Springer, Col- Reach." The picture show last night
was a pleasing one and those who
fax county.
have charge of selecting scenes are
Education
Compulsory
Enforcing
someLaw Eighteen indictments were re- constatly nn the alert to find
turned by the grand jury at Albuquer- thing that will interest all classes of
que for violations of the compulsory people.
Making the Desert Bloom Another
education law.
colonization
An Example to Santa Fe County
project within ten miles
The board of county of Santa Fe Is taking shape. A large
Commissioners
commissioners of San Miguel county iract at the foot of the mountains will
has formally accepted the fine new be reclaimed. On the tract is also a
Gallinas bridge uniting the city with very promising copper prospect. The
the town of Las Vegas.
prediction is freely made that within
Eought Fine Building Lots X. Sal- another five years the country bemon has closed a deal by which he tween Santa Fe and Lamy will be setDavidson tract tled by thrifty farmers who will proacquires the
at the corner of Don Caspar and duce several million dollars worth of
Manhattan avenues. He will at once farm products each year adding that
open the proposed street from Don much wealth to the country and the
Caspar avenue to Weber street and trade in this city.
will cut up the tract, into building lots
12 Below Freezing Point
The silwhich will be among the best located ver bulb dropped to 12
degrees below
in ihe city.
freezing point at 6 o'clock this mornQuestion of Jurisdiction Raised Tn ing, but during the night as low a
district court at Raton, in litigation temperature as 20 was recorded. Just
befoie Judge John R. McFie, the ques- how much harm was done to the fruit
tion of his jurisdiction to preside was remains to be seen. The maximum
raised as it was at Clayton when
temperature was 42 degrees yesterday
Judge Ira A. Abbott held that lie had and overcoats were not a luxury but
jurisdiction to try cases at the regu- a necessity.
The relative humidity
lar term of district court in the fourth
was 57 per cent. A year ago today the
while
the
district
judgeship maximum was 50
judicial
and the minimum
for the district was vacant.
28 degrees, with 57 per cent of sunHorrible Accident at Santa Rita
At Santa Rita, a mining camp in shine. There were snow flurries in the
Grant county, John Shannon was afternoon and light snow over the
caught by the belt and driving wheel mountains.
Secret of Smudge Pots "I lost my
at the concentrator and crushed to
death. Shannon who was 49 years of orchard by the frost for three consecage. s unmarried. He was the first utive years, but I do not intend to lose
white child born at Cheyenne, Wyom- it any more," said Frank Jones,
ing, and became one of the pioneer the well known fruit grower, in an inresidents of Grant county. At one terview yesterday. "I think that the
lime he was a member of Buffalo secert of success in the battle with
Bill's Wild West show.
General Humidity and Jack Frost is
to have 75 smudge pots to the acre
OIL WELL BORED
and place the smudge pots 25 feet
IN HEART OF CITY. apart. I know of some well meaning
men who put half or a third of that
San Antonio, Texas, March 31.
number of smudge pots out thinking
During the drilling of an artesian they will keep off the frost bite. I
well for the Citizen's Ice Company of made mistakes in that regard myself,
this city, at 808 Dallas street, another but I am convinced that one needs 75
oil well was struck. The well in ques- to the acre. I have an interest in
tion is located about two miles north- that carload of oil, of course, and I am
east of the wells found in the San Fer- going to use the oil freely for it is
nando district and has about the same cheap in the long run. The question
capacity and quality of oil.
simply is, fruit or no fruit, and a little
A number of wells, ranging in ca- labor and expense will be amply repacity from 25 to GO barrels of oil paid in the end."
per day have been found during the
last few weeks in and around San An- DENVER BELIEVES IN
HELPING THE CENSUS MAN.
tonio. All of them were struck while
Denver,
Colo., March 31. The Denmade.
borings for artesian wells were
Their level is all the same, about 450 ver census committee, selected by the
local commercial bodies to take all
feet.
possible precautions to insure a fair
census enumeration for Denver, has
3C
3C
3
3
3
3
3
completed arrangements for beginning
VOTING CONTEST.
The Santa Fe New Mexican X its preliminary enumeration, and will
Thursday,
S will give the most popular X send outand180 enumerators
Saturday, to complete the
IS
school teacher in Santa Fe X Friday
of the city so far as it has
X six box seats to see Madame X canvass
X Le Brun Opera Company, April X not been canvassed by the persons
X who volunteered some time ago to
4th.
assist in the work.
Ballot.
I cast my vote for
X

Every garment made to
Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED
FOR HALF A, CENTURY

PHONE

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL
KINDS
SEEDS,
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

FRANK F.HALF. GORMLEY
M K RCH AJv HI SK

AIR

CANON
ROA

L

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

r UnCilVilLJ
RED
PICTURE

FRAMING

Given Carefd
Personal Attention

K

188

TASTEFULLY

AND

130

RED

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

leo

mm

Grain Potatoes,

Salt aai Seefls

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

c. YONTZ

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

i

MANUFACTURER OF

Richt Price.
Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

;WELRY

Cut Class. China

0 345 San Franoleco St.

lesM

yM
l

a"d
-

"y

g

Oate Methods

SANTA FE, N. M.

rw $

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

X

S

anH &ilunitiuaA

iawiiTBiwwBW

36

THE LEADING
HOUSE'

P.O.

CfcY GOODS

IN THE

BOX 21

X

Signature

XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Take
Druggists refund money if it fails to cure
Jt W
E. GROVE'S
signature is on each
25c.
j

9

Sip

j
AND WINDOWS

L

WHK;

IT'S ANYTHING IN HARDWARE

WE HAVE IT.

t

rhone

No. 14.

Vha?jSc!lS

If it's Hardware

oal

We have it.

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal al Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Kawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
& S. F. ) epot.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Near A. T.

Telephone

"e

Weod

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

19

(INCORPORATED)
Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

49rt fiflrt f

.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
low rate of interest

Box,

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.
PUADMAPV
f
"Quality Before Price."

'

We carry everything you need in buiklersi Hardware from the wire
screen on the front door to the outside knob on the kitchen door.
Your house or building, if propei ly "hard wared," will be much more
handsome than if you give no care to the kind of "trimmings" you use,

No

ZOOKHASIT

9

CITY.

!

Deco-

1Q

Made to
Measure

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

gray-bearde-

j

PHONE

COMPANY

I

8

i KN

s.

Ladies Garments

Measure

0

Spitz

Incorporated 1903.

1

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

DOWN

Weak and miserable. If you' have
Kidney or Bladder trouble, Dull head
pains, Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
WHEN THE SHIP SAILS HOME.
in the back, and feel tired all over,
get a package of Mother Gray's AUSMy ship is in the offing, 'tis coming TRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
cure. It never fails. We have many
home at last;
grateful people
The gales have all been weathered, testimonials from
who have used this wonderful remethe dangers all are past;
As a regulator it has no equal.
I that have dy. for Mother
I gladly hail her coining
Ask
Gray's Australian Leaf
waited long;
at Druggists or sent by mail for 50
Her pennant proudly flutters, her cents. Sample FREE. Address, The
sides are stanch and strong;
Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
How sweet will be the music made by
her anchor chain
"When after her long voyage my ship
MlfilllWIX UN I I V IUU
is home again.

Four

Pansy

GIT RUN
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PHONE 213

I
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THE FORUM.

VERIFY IT

The public statement of a Santa Fe
citizen is in itself strong proof for
Santa Fe people, but confirmation
strengthens the evidence.
Here is a Santa Fe citizen who testified years ago that Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved sick kidneys and now
states the cure was permanent. Can
any sufferer from kidney ills ask better proof? You can investigate. 'The
case is right at home.
Lino Romero, Palace avenue, Santa
Fe, X. M.. says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills fulfill the claims made for
them. If I were not confident of this
fact, I could never have been induced
to give this remedy my endorsement.
There was a dull ache in the small of
my back that bothered me for a long
time and had by spells been the cause
of my laying off from work for two or
three days. Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s
drug store, brought me entire relief
and the few slight attacks of backache I have had since then have quickally yielded to this remedy. I will
ways hold a high opinion of Doan's

PUTTING IT A LITTLE STRONG.
Santa Fe. X. M., March 31.
To the Editor:
There is hardly any question but
what each and every voter in the
coming election, whether he be a Republican, Democrat, free thinker or
logger head has a certain amount of
civic righteousness and pride in his
spinal column, who, if not amalgamated with a system out for private gain
and ready to plunder and prey upon
the public treasury, must have relapsed in moments of meditation at
some time in the not far distant past
and felt the sickness that usually
conies with disgust at the hopeless
misrule with which Santa Fe has at
times been afflicted.
There is hardly a doubt if any other
community in the world could boast
of a higher average of worth, and intelligence than Santa Fe can. It is
the capital of a territory that ought
to be the empire state of the southwest.
Pills."
The spirit of civic pride, however,
Kidney
Mr. Romero gave the above testi- is asleep at the switch. We must either
monial in. January. 1907, and when in- remove the switch or wake up. Reaterviewed on June 29. 1909, he said: sonably enough, every citizen is proud
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- of iSanta Fe. What have you to be
ney Pills now as when I publicly en proud of that you accomplished with
dorsed them two and a half years ago. the instruments that God Almighty
This remedy always gives me the de- gave you. You boast of your beautiful
sired benefit when I use it."
climate.
unexcelled
scenery, your
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 That is God's gift to you and you are
Co., Buffalo, failin
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
each year to take advantage
New York, sole agents for the United 0f it.
States.
An of the iJUSjness men of tnis city
KememDer tue name Doan's and are not noted as
they should be for
take no other.
their alertness and progressive methIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ods. Quite a number are far below
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFj the standard which they ought to
THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEX-- ; measure up to. If they had the interICO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY est and the welfare of the city at
heart in days gone bye Santa Fe
OF RIO ARRIBA.
would not have the same as it is toTerritory of New Mexico,
ss.
Fe.
where it was over 200 years ago.
Santa
of
day
County
No. 1203.
There are men in the city of Santa
Fe possessed of conspicuous
ability
Territory of New Mexico, Plaintiff,
vs.
and success to manage their respec- The Unknown Owners of the Piedra tive concerns.
However, when it
Lumbre Land Grant, Detenuants.
comes to performing their duty to the
The said defendants are hereby no- - community they have failed and will
tifled that a complaint has been filed ever faU as long as that ai)parent
them in the district court for interestedness controls them. Beyond
the county of Rio Arriba, Territory! any question, the vast majority of cit- a
atoresaia, tnat Deing tne court m
pffipipTlf nB wpH as honest.
.
.
which said cause is pending, by saidTh
mlpstinn th.lt hnt
plaintiff, the Territory of New Mexi what they fervently desire an efficient
co, tbe general object of said action and honest
government. The opportubeing the collection of taxes levied nity is here now. Every citizen must
upon and assessed against the prop- feel the curse with which Santa Fe
erty of the defendants in the county has imposed upon itself by its extravof Rio Arriba and Territory aforeits wastefulness, and often
said for the years 1901, 1902, 1903, agance, by
and
dishonest,
nearly always grossly
ter1908
1907
for
and
1904, 1905, 1906,
and futile efforts to go
incompetent
and
school
special
county,
ritorial,
forward and failure to forestall repurposes, in the sum of three thousand seven hundred and one dollars trogression. It is a natural belief
the that someday the community will feel
and eighty cents ($3,701.08)
amount of said taxes and penalties, the sting of these foul conditions, and
and for interest, as will more fully inspired by an effort to upbuild they
appear by reference to the complaint will put their shoulder to the wheel
filed in said cause. And that unless and forever destroy every vestige of
you enter your appearance in said that diseased condition which is a
cause on or before the 2nd day of blotch on a city gifted by nature as
May, A. D., 1910, judgment will be Santa Fe.
rendered against you in said cause by
Every effort at reform; every effort
default.
to secure honest municipal officers has
In witness whereof I have hereun- at some time spelled failure. What
to set my hand and the seal of said we must do to "change this chaotic,
court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this mediaevil condition is to
begin right
15th day of February, A. D., 1910.
now, else, if the signs of the past
FRANK W. SHEARON,
300 years are read correctly the end
Clerk.
(Seal)
of Santa Fe will be as the end of
Sodom and Gomorrah a mere memory
of a city dead.
It seems so strange that in such an enlightened age that Santa Fe,a town that
&
boasts of being the oldest in the
United
States, should be suffering
Telephone Mo 140 Red
from slow fever. Without hardly an
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
exception the past history of Santa Fe
has been a dreary record of failure.
like
Good men in this community,
good men in other communities have
become bad when they took public office; wise men have become foolish;

New Mexico Military Institute

Comfort and

ROSWELL,

to

tnfertainmenr

.

Si?'

I
r

T.--

I

f,.

When you go out for your entertainment you
usually
leave your comfort at home. If you knew that
you
could combine all the comforts of your home with all
the entertainment you derive from the Opera, concert,
theatre or vaudeville, how often would you go out ?

.

.C

NEW MEXICO.

Point of the Southwert."
"Thi Wttt
r
Officers
Dotailed by War Department
Array
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Val'.ey the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, bul
lttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from stacdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FlnUy
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

theUHK
I
ION

address.

Phonograph

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

in your home supplies better and more varied entertainment than
you' could get if you went to a show or a concert every night in the
week. You don't sit on an uncomfortable theatre seat and think
now you couia enjoy yourself if you were comfortable. You
are comfortable, and vou do rninv it .vdnmiimiarifii
With the Edison Phonograph it's just like having
iv
4B VOUr Own theatre. VOUr own ("Inora rnmmntj '
,r
orchestra and band right in vour home.

1

OJO CALIEfiTE HOT SPRINGS.

Ml

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
been throughly tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
National Phonograph Co., 75 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
Affections,
Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
efficient men suddenly incapable and been in our municipal affairs that we carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
may be pardoned if we look with very dry and delightful
honesty itself corrupted.
round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracyear
our
some
that
efforts
The business men of Santa Fe want
misgiving upon
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
to be remembered
that year after will bring about a changed condition, valids
and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
Even
which
are
elements
here there
year they have invested their money
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
in a notoriously unprofitable venture are basic, and which are to put some
diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
and have supported an in titution so backbone in the weakling. What we j contagious
These w?ers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
are
to
a
now
an
secure
effort
in
doing
to
every
wretchedly mismanaged that
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
stranger who hears and to those who clean, honest business administration
of the affairs of this city is what every
come and see, the town is a joke.
city in the country with a desire to
Tn trip heart nf everv srnnrl citizen
there has been a prayer there at one R forward is doing to forever wipe
Ojo Caliente. Taos. County N M
time to rise up and crush the very life uir ine reign oi mis ana
It is in acocrd with the indeout of that which is leading Santa Fe
and liberty loving regenera- pendent
a
to
pauper's grave. In their hearts Lion
of
American
the
people, and
there is a strong innate moral sense
is
all
with the
in
above
it
harmony
that it is their duty to snatch from
of good business,
that grave every spark of life that re- plainest principles
mains and keeps this old 200 year good morals, common decency and
carcass of Santa Fe alive, yet, this city good sense. To accomplish this end
vote for Frank P. Sturges.
like others in the same boat has been
inefas
with
notoriously contending
Nothing in the way of a Cough is
fective a government as there is on
a tickling, teasGod's green earth. It is a fact that quite so annoying as
bronchial
ing,
wheezing,
Cough. The
TO.
the citizenship taken on the whole
relief comes perhaps from a
quickest
of
matter
as
a
represents, honesty;
fact it has been so dishonest that it prescription known to Druggists j
as Dr. Shoop's Cough,
is a
and mocking for man- everywhere
And
besides, it is so thor- - j
Remedy.
kind.
harmless
that mothers give it Save Money and Inconvenience
oughly
by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
Every citizen knows that not only with perfect safety even to the young-- i
in 'Santa Fe but in other cities the est babes. The tender leaves of a
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
government has been wasteful. It has simple mountain shrub, give to Dr.
MONEY
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
failed here as well as elsewhere to Shoop's Cough Remedy its remark- give the taxpayer and good citizen a able curative effect. A few days' test Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
good return for their money and will tell. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
and all Foreign Countries.
labor invested. However, in the case iCo.
of Santa Fe, the government of the
REMITTANCES SENT BY
city here nasi been conducted for the OLD OFFENSES
benefit of the individual few and not
SHOULD BE FORGIVEN.
as in other cities for the benefit of the
While Sensible Decision By the Judges of
public service corporation.
both are evils, the former is the greatthe Supreme Court of Washinger because the individual takes everyton Not According to Law.
thing out and puts nothing back, while
March 31.
the public service corporation does
Spokane, Washington,
do some good in the way of improve- Turning aside for the nonce the huge
ments which are to a great extent a tomes containing the statutes and
code of the commonwealth, the judges
benefit to the community.
Rigs,
All of this, in every particular, from of the supreme court of Washington
novforward
a
the
other
day
the premises to the conclusion utter- brought
in the way of a law of social forly denies the essential spirit and im elty
giveness, a recent ruling being that
pulse that led our forefathers to throw a
person who has sinned and suffered
off the yoke of tyranny and impresis entitled to a chance, not merely a
sion. Santa Fe has a worse enemy to
fighting one for life and liberty, but
than the colonists had at Bunker to
in
fight
of
in
hold up his head as a citizen. Here
$100 REWARD. S100.
Hill an enemy that strikes behind is the decision:
The readers of this paper will be
your back and not on an open battle
"It is to the interest of the compleased to learn that there is at least field where
glory comes to the victor. munity that old offenses should be
one dreaded disease that science has
matter of fact and not to concede forgotten. There are few men, no
RIGHT.
been able to cure in all its stages, As a
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh any right to what and is 'bad in muni' matter how valuable their services
Cure is the only positive cure now cipal affairs, the citizens are paying ultimately to society, who might not
known to the medical fraternity. Ca- the penalty of an unwise, inefficient nave been ruined if at the turning
Don Caspar Avenue
tarrh being a constitutional disease, and abominable past. It may be pomt of their llves tney nad Deen yig.
best
our
did
the
(ted by the publication of youthful
city forefathers
requires a constitutional treatment. that
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- they could with the tools they had; wrongs done by them. Hence, he who
YOUR CALL FOR A CARRIAGE
fault is with the tools, they are as maliciously exposes the past life of
will be promptly answered whenever ally, acting directly upon the blood the
to a would-b- e
worthless
mucous
progressive an intended victim with the purpose
surfaces
of
the
system,
you choose to make it. If you want and
as the hand car is to mod- - of crushing him by bringing to public
of
the
community
foundation
destroying
thereby
a
to catch a very early train or meet
the disease, and giving the patient era mode of quick travel. The eligi- - notice some act of shame long past,
S
very late one you can have a rig
strength by building up the constitu bility of the territory for statehood and it may be long repented of andLflCES & EMBR0IPEB1ES
FROM THIS LIVERY STABLE.
tion and assisting nature in doing its has been judged by men in the past atoned, may deserve a severer punJust say what you want and when work.
The proprietors have so much who know of the condition of affairs ishment than one who invents a false
and where, and our livery service will
in
curative powers that they in your cities. Our cities have been charge easily disproved."
faith,
have just received our new Stock of this
he at your command. You couldn't, offer Oneits Hundred Dollars
for any a criterion of what our state may be.
have better if you owned the biggest case tnat It fails to cure. Send for
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 EmbroidCorrect that impression by beginning j Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
private stable you know of. And at a list of testimonials.
case
or Bladder trouble
be
of
will
on
now
any
Santa
the
Kidney
that
and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
Fe,
eries
city
ex-1
mere fraction of a private stable's
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
that is not beyond the reach of medi-Fo- r
the capital of that would-b- e state.
c
pense.
during this month only. All new patterns and
i
Toledo, O
300 years Santa Fe has been cine. No medicine can do more. Sold
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Co.
designs.
WILLIAMS 1 BISIIiG
looking for the goose that laid the by Stripling-Burrow-s
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- - golden egg. Some may have found and
PLEASE C ALL AND EXAMINE THEM
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. Jpatlon.
It Is an admitted fact that real es
killed the goose that laid the golden
brick. One thing is certain, we have tate, financial men and merchants all
the real thing here in location, in say that quickest and best results are
scenery, and in climate to induce capi- obtained by advertising in the New
tal to come. However, ve have got to Mexican.
&
present them with a golden egg and
not a golden brick; we have got to
snow them a clean bill of health so far
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
as our municipal government is con"I used Cascarets and feel like a new
cerned.
has man. I have been a sufferer from dysThe Colorado National Life Assurance Company
in
there
our
efforts
In
the
past
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
stomach for the last two
been a touch of comedy and melo drama pepsia and sourbeen
I have
taking medicine and
LADIES AND GENTS CLOTHES
combined for those to whom cyni- - years.
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
Denver Colorado.
other drntrs. hut could find no relief onlv
cism appeals. We all know that things for a 8nort time. I will recommend
OLD HATS MADE NEW..
TIES, PARASOLS, ETC.
have been rotten, are rotten, and say Cascarets to my friends as the only thing
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED..
they are rotten, but patiently endure for indigestion and sour stomach and to
the bowels in good condition.
the rottenness, feeling, perhaps, as
Charles Edward Russell, an authority
ley.Mauch Chunk, Pa.
on municipal affairs has said, that the
Hea9ttnt VaiatMs potent TasteGood
A.
New
rottenness has been Sent upon US as a
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
N.
M.
ftanta
Catron Block
visitation from the gods. So deluded,
Fe,
826
dreamy, and dissapointed have we . cure or your money tack.
ElSi

I

m.
i iiuiiuKiiipn
. .
to
Standard Records
35c
KHicon Amhprfil T?nr.r.1c
cii
Edison Grand Opera Records
75c and S1.U0
There are EOison dealers everywhere. Co to the nearest and hear
the Edison Phonograph play both Kdisoi Standard and Amberol
Records. Get complete catalogs from your dealer or trom us.

r.uisu
Kdison

j

j

j

j

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

!

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo k Gompan
Express
General Express Forwarders

:

All

d

Parts of the World.

j

j

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

LIVERY ST ABLE
Fine

MILK

Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery
RATES

CHAS. CLOSS

.

'

l1

SALEL

Ae

j

;

ADOLF SELIGMAN

PARISIAN CLEXNINO

DRY GOODS CO

DYE WORKS

SOUR STOMACH

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

,

J&ilg,SSia

ALB&R6ERE, Manager for

Mexico.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
"
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer,

Entered as Second Class Matter

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
25
,y per week by carrier
75 Weekly, per year
a.tly, per month, Ly carrier
"Weekly, six months
.65
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

....

.$3.75
.

2.00
1.00

.

.75

.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.)
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.

REPUBLICAN TICKET

visible returns for the heavy taxes
paid. In other words Santa Fe has
been run in a haphazard,
careless way intaking-car- e
stead of on the
substana
of
of the future plan
tial and well established business that
expects to be in existence ten, twenty
and a hundred years from today.
hand-to-mout-

y

For Mayor,
FRANK P. STURGES.
For City Clerk.
FACUNDO ORTIZ.
For City Treasurer,
DR. W. S. HARROUX.
FIRST WARD.
For City Council.
GEORGE W. ARM1.JO.
For Board of Education,
JOSE D. SENA.
SECOND WARD.
For City Council.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
For Board of Education.
FRED MULLER.
THIRD

WARD.

For City Council.
J. W. AKERS.
For Board of Education.
DR. DAVID KNAPP.
FOURTH WARD.
For City Council.
R.

Li.

BACA.

For Board of Education.
DR. J. A. ROLLS.
Four Years
LEROY O. MOORE.
Two Years

THE REPUBLICAN PLATFORM.
Frank P. Sturges, candidate for
ticket,
mayor on the Republican
stands on a sound though brief platform. He wants a better police service. He knows that the revenues of
the city are not large enough for a
fancy squad of hightoned wearers of
the helmet, but he expects that the
few men who can be employed will be
efficient, will be attentive to duty, will
keep the streets cleared of roughs and
the corners of loafers, will make a
systematic patrol of all parts of the

town every day and night, and will
maintain headquarters into which a
call can be turned and will be attended at any time of day or night. That
is all that can be expected at this
stage of the city's career but is more
than it ever has had.
Better Streets Candidate for Mayor Sturges would rather during the
next two years build one mile of macadamized road that lasts a hundred
years than spread $20,000 over the
whole vicinity on highways fixed up
in the old way, good only for a few
months at a time.
Street Lighting The city cannot
afford to spend more money for light
t
but possibly it can enter into a
for better light at the old
rate. The Water and Light Company
has been very patient and lenient with
the city but if it is assured prompt
payment of bills it might consent to
arc lights to replace the incandes-cents- ;

lights placed on ornamental
posts as is done in more progressive
on
cities rather than suspended
wires at street crossings, a target
for the stones thrown by street urchins.'

Finances There never has been a
regular auditing and accounting in
city finances. The city treasurers
have been honest and no one claims
that money has been spent illegally
but the tax payers have a right to
know when and how every cent of
their money is expended. They have
a right to know what becomes of police judge fines. They should know
why dog tax to an amount comparing with that collected in other cities
is not turned into the public treasury; why poll tax receipts do not
equal the number of voters registered.
There should be published a complete
financial
statement each quarter;
there should be a budget at the beginning of each financial year carefully estimating the expected revenues
and dividing them carefully among
street, light, water, police, fire and
other departments of the municipality.

If the Sturges administration

ac-

complishes these reforms it will have
served the people well and other improvements, such as a complete sewer system, a sanitary garbage collection plan, enforcement of quarantine
and sanitation; cleaning up of back
streets and backyards, will come as
a matter of course. Thus far, It has
not been so much the lack of good
intentions as lack of a financial system and the adoption of a comprehensive plan of city Improvement to
cover a decade or two, that has re- suited in the tak payers getting no'

SENA ADMINISTRATION HAS
DONE WELL.
Mexican on another page
New
The
with
a communication
publishes
which it does not agree as far as the
premises go, although it approves of
the conclusion. The communication is
published because it was sent in good
faith by a local citizen much interested in municipal affairs and the New
Mexican's columns are open to a discussion from every side of just such
questions. The writer, however, does
not give credit for what has been accomplished under unfavorable circumstances. It is only lately that Santa
Fe has been on the upward trend. Until now, its revenues have been absurdly inadequate and it is a wonder
that the municipality has had so much
as it received considering that there
was no comprehensive plan for permanent improvements, that there was
no estimate or budget of revenues,
that city council and mayor did not
work hand in hand, that the business
community did not hold up the hands
of the mayor as it should have when
he set to work in the face of bitter opposition to lay sidewalks, to improve
streets and to inaugurate reforms that
were defeated by the city council. The
Sena administration has done well, it
has accomplished some permanent improvements such as laying down miles
of sidewalks; and whatever it lacked
was due to the small revenues which
of what Las Vegas or
are but
Raton have, only one-fift- h
of what
h
Rosvvell expends or
of the
income of Albuquerque. Local taxpayers certainly object to having their
municipal taxes multiplied by these
figures, in fact, under the law limiting the municipal tax rate, a higher
tax rate could not. have been imposed, and therefore they should be the
last to ask that Santa Fe be given a
$90,000 a year municipal government
on an income of only $12,000 a year of
which a large per cent goes to pay interest and other fixed charges such
as light and water.
one-thir-

d

one-eight-

AND A WINNING TICKET.
The Republican city convention yesbusterday gave Santa Fe a first-clas- s
iness ticket. There is no flaw to pick
in it. No doubt there is here and
there a man who might have made a
better condidate for this or that place
according to the notion of this or that
man, but one must strike the average,
and the New Mexican could not suggest a change that would please more
people than it would displease, and
that would strengthen the ticket for
the purpose that it was nominated,
that it, to give this city an administration that is progressive and yet
economic. From mayor down to the
last names on the tickets those of Dr.
J. A. Rolls and Leroy A. Moore for
the hoard of education in the Fourth
Ward, the selections made by the Republican voters are splendid and command the confidence of the voters: In
fact, this is so obviously the case, that
the wisest action on part of the
Democrats would be to endorse the
Republican ticket and thus avoid a
useless fight that would merely mean
the expenditure of money among elements that should be taught that an
election in Santa Fe is not an industry
in which it can expect pay. It would
save funds and time that had better
be put into improving the town, planting trees or paving streets.
A GOOD

THURSDAY, MARCH

in relation to demand. Then the advance in price was bound to come.
That will naturally stimulate larger
production, but this takes more time
with these than with most other supplies. There are cerain general causes, such as less unoccupied land to be
taken up, higher cost of that already
occupied and increased cost of raising
food animals due to other high prices,
to prevent a return
which are
HIGH
OF
THE
CAUSE
MEAT to the level likely
of prices formerly prevailPRICES.
in this country for food products
Increase in population and decrease ing
in general, unless there
is greater
in production, is the explanation that
in consumption."
Samuel H. Cowan, the noted Texas at- economy
torney gave before a congressional
The Republican ticket is a "get tocommittee at Washington yesterday,
for the high price of meat. Mr. Cow- gether" ticket. On it are active meman, who throe years ago made a fine bers of the Commercial Club, the secaddress before the New Mexico Bar
and other members of the
Association at Roswell, is a deep retary of
Board
Trade, business and profesthinker along original lines, although sional
men,
the conservaties as well
the axiom he pronounced above is so as
progressives of the city, the leaders
obvious and simple that despite its
force it certainly does not claim new- who represent the young men and
ness or originality. The law of sup- those whose counsel is with the older
citizens. They are all united for a
ply and demand is always in operation. It may be modified by statute or cleaner, better, more beautiful, more
conditions or combinations but it will prosperous and greater Santa Fe. The
in the end have its own way. Says dawn has come!
the New Ycrk Commercial:
"A comparison of the statistics of
food animals cattle, sheep and hogs
in this country, and of the population of consumers in 1901 and 1910,
MONDAY APRIL 4th.
throws some light upon the much
GRAND OPERA SUNG IN
subject of the recent rise in
meat prices. According to the calcuENGLISH
lations of the census bureau, the population has increased a little less than
lii per cent, or from 77,647,000 to
Is
while, according to the estimates ol the bureau of statistics of

for city offices nominated by this convention, in case of their election, ;o
an honest and economical administra- titn of the affairs of our city, in the interest of good local government ond
the welfare of the citizens, and we
further pledge ourselves to support
faithfully the ticket in this convention
nominated and ratified."

ELK'S THEATRE

agi-taie- d

Antoinetl
LeBrun

the agricultural department, the number of these animals has decreased
from 179,000,000 to 174,000,000), lor
about 3 per cent. During this period
there has been a continuous, but diminishing export of food animals and
meat products, and the demand upon
the supply is not altogether domestic,
but it has not the less had its full
effect upon prices. This is shown in
a variety of ways.
Notwithstanding
the diminished number of these animals the farm value is put at
against $1,943,000,000 in 1901,
an increase of 22 per cent. The increase in average value per animal
is 251-per cent. This, so far as
explains a substantial advance
in the prices of meat, if not all the
advance that has taken place. The
large butchers and packers have been
maintaining that their profits have not
increased, but that what is not due
to the fanner in the increased cost
is to be credited to the retail dealers.
'The averaging of cattle, sheep and
hogs in one aggregate is not very satisfactory. In the number of cattle, the
raw material of beef, there has been
in these nine years an increase of 11
per cent in number and of 20
per
cent in the total farm value, while the
population of the country has increased 16 per cent; but it is said that the
average farm value per head has increased only S 2 per cent, while the
wholesale price of "family beef" shows
an increase of 28 per cent between
January, 1901, and January, 1910.
This may or may not be fairly repre-- ;
sentative of the change in beef prod-- ,
nets generally.
If it is so, it would
seem to indicate an increase in the
prices at which the products are mar- ket.ed out of proportion to that in the
cost of the raw material, but there
would be nothing abnormal in that.
With an increased demand in proportion to supply there would be a comconsumers
which
petition
among
ef-- ;
an
would have
immediate
feet upon the market for meat
that would not extend with full force
to the producers on the farm. Even
without any combination the sellers
would take full advantage of the de-mand. A factor which enters into the
latter, not apparent in the statistics,
is the tendency of consumers in recent years to increase their demand
out of proportion to their number, especially on the part of those to whom
cost of subsistence is not a serious

R.

J.

L,

A, HUGHES,

PALEN.

President.

Tie nrsi miwML sanK
OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

iJiru nruxruxrinArLrLrLn

One of

2

the Best Hotels

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

2

WASHINGTON AVENUE

"The Miserere"

AMERICAN AND

PRICES:

Tickets

EUROPEAN PLAN

75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
will be on sale on Friday,

April 1st, at the Fischer Drug Store.

KERR'S
HOTEL

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

J. E. LACOME,

For i3 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

Proprietor

OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
Commodious
is guaranteed to cure, (not ouly
Distance Telephone Station.
relieve, DtSdrufi, falling hair & Long
'
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the

popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE.

BATHS
,
'

DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

BATHS

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

Phone us, wewillbefrladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you 9hirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

IN CONNECTION

FHESS THE BUTTON VE

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

PHONE RED 122.

Sample Room

FIRST CLASS CAPE

a Good One,

DO

THE REST.

PULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
How

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

1

But while the number of cattle
shows an increase, though not in proportion to population, that of sheep
decreased 4.3 per cent and at the same
time the aggregate farm value increased 31 per cent and the value per
head 37 per cent. The comparison in
the price of mutton between 1901 and
1910 is not given in the published summary of these statistics, but there is
an advance of 42 per cent in the price
of wool.
The greatest increase in
prices of meat has been in those of
hog products and that is due to a relatively large decrease in the supply
There was a decline in these years of
16 per cent in the number of swine,
accompanied by an increase of 24 per
cent in the aggregate farm value and
47 per cent in the value per head. In
the meantime the New York wholesale price of "mess pork" advanced
THE PLATFORM.
87 per cent and that of lard 76 per
Here are the resolutions as adopted cent. Back of this failure to raise
by the Republican
city convention and fatten as many hogs as formerly
There is nothing in them has been the increased cost of feed.
yesterday.
that is objectionable or offensive to For instance, the price of corn in the
any citizen, no vainglorious bragging, first week of January this year was
56 per cent higher than at the correno
bun- sponding time in 1901, and that of oats
campaign
was 75 per cent higher. Wheat showcombe. They simply say:
"We reaffirm our faith In, and al- ed an advance of 601-- per cent.
"It is impossible to trace closely or
legiance to, the principles of the Rein
detail the relation between the raispublican party, as enunciated in. the
ing
National Republican platform, at the on of food animals, with their cost
the farm, and the prices of the
last National Republican convention. various
meat products in the markets
We have the utmost faith In the promthe country, but the general relapf
ises pf President Taft that the pledges tion and Its effect
are sufficiently obcontained in that platform will be ob- vious. The failure of farm
production
served and carried out by his admin- generally, of
grain, vegetables and
istration. We hail with much satis- hay",'
to keep pace with the Increase
faction the prospect of immedate of
population caused an advance in
statehood for New Mexico.
the cost of raising food animals and
"It Is with much local pride that preparing them for the market, while
ws point to the rapid and substantial the price they would command did
growth of our city, at the present not respond at once. . As a result few
time, and we plei'ge the candidates er were raised and the supply fell off

the West

"Hack to Our Mountains,"

2

matter.

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

Here those clear old favorites:
"The
Kose of Summer."
The Famous
"Spinning Wheel Quartette;"
'The Tempest of the Heart."

mrtD

PALACE HOTEL

Cuisine and
Table Service

MUSICAL EVENT OF THE SEASON

$2,368,-000,00-

njruuTjiJTjinruTrLr

tui

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

Appearing in Scenes ami Acts From the

''Martha" and "El Trovatore'

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as ar& given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum,' on sixmonths or years' time. Liberal
advances made 'on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles f sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

Company of Grand Open Artists
Operas

McKAKE, Assistant Cashier

n

THE

and

J. B. READ, Cashier.
FRASK

KT3

31, 1910.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPRProprietor

H. S. KAUNE
RATES

& Go.

$1.00 A

BAY AND UP

ALL

modern conveniences
V

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

'Where prices are lowest
for sale quality"

One Resolution to Make

I

I

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The ouiy first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if yon want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave.

WM- -

GREGG

Pp.

What other 1910Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve

now

that

trade at KAUNE

&

you will
CO.

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

the

coming year. It is a resolution In your own Interest, for

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE

It means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos-

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE

sible prices.

Think it over-is- n't
KAUNK
& Co, the logical Btore for you
to patronize through 1910.

E S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods '
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops -

Many

other
articles

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

PHONE 26

Excellent

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

THURSDAY, MARCH

1910.

31,

SS THE

SWEM of

PERSONAL MENTION
C. Erwiu, of Morenci, Ariz., is

CANT SOLVE THE POLITICAL
MUDDLE, BUT WE CAN SOLVE THE
HOUSEFURNISHING PROBLEM.

here

on business.
E. C. Cook, a business man of
Kan., is in the city.
George Leach, a mining man of El
Paso, is at Gregg's hotel.
Mrs. A. Anderson, of Gallup, is visiting friends in the city.
George L. Smith, of Beaumont,
Colo., is at the Corouado hotel.
i
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Henry, of Fairfield, Neb., are tourists at the Claire.
J. B. Pendarons, a traveling man of
Denver, is calling on business men
here today.
J. H. Saunders, of Chicago, and J.
F. Conrin. of Kansas City, are traveling men at the Claire.
Mrs. D. T. Mercial and Miss Helen
Mercial, of Kansas City, are sight
seers at the Palace hotel.
The Rev. C. F. Lucas, pastor of the
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church,
has been laid up with the grip.
Attorney YV. M. Berger of Belen,
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from
Raton were he had gone on court
To-pek-

I
fa- X.

We have the following articles at exceedindly low
prices, for immediate acceptance. These articles
will not last long; the choicest articles always
go first so come early

!

'

gKT
START

IT

"fe
NOVg;
lIsS"

President of the

Shoe Co., St. Louis and
Boston, clerked when he was a boy. He saved his money. He bought an
interest in his old employers store. He is now worth over 10 millions.
Thousands of men work for him.
"
Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
A. D. Brown,'

Hamilton-Brow-

n

UNITED STATES BANK

O

C- -

WATSON

'
' ?"

&

TRUST

CO.

COMPANY

&

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

THE

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Port Kn
Phnns
riiUUO. liCu flU. 48Q
100

FINE LINE OF

jfogg

One 00,00 Bed at

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from eainawara to stoves, and
'
ranges, Also a flae assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the b&bies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

They are GRET!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'r.
something to interest you.
.

H. A. Coomer, general manager of
22.00 " "
the New Mexico Central Railroad,
made a trip down the Estancia valley
"
is.co " "
this week.
J. W. Xorinent, president of the
Capital City bank, and who was
threatened wit hthe grip, is able to
be out again.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa
will return this evening from Albu
querque where thj;y attended the
eruor's reception last evening.
"Thp mnthpr nf fir V P T.nrH will
leave tonight for her home in Sche- nectady, X. Y., after an extended visit
to her son in this city." Las Vegas!
Optic.
"Mrs. Charles A. Spiess and Mrs. J.
M. Kurn of Las Vegas, and Mrs. J.
Van Houten of Raton, arrived in the
city last night." Albuquerque Morn-- '
ing Journal.
Mayor Jose D. Sena returned this
j
afternoon from Albuquerque, where as
'
a member of the governor's staff he
attended the reception at the Commercial Club last evening,
s
"The children of Mrs. J. W.
arrived this afternoon from San-- !
ta Fe, and will visit their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds
on Hot Springs boulevard." Las Ve
gas Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. X. Salmon are home
MISS A MUGLER
from Chicago. Mrs. Salmon is much
R
Corner Plaza.
Southeast
improved in health and rejoices over
the fact that eminent specialists as-- ;
suied her that she does not need to
submit to an operation. Mr. Salmon
while in Chicago bought
$15,000
v orth of merchandise for his
big
j store on San Francisco
street and the
'bargains he will offer shortly through
Ibis advertisement in the New Mexi-jcswill astonish local buyers.
offi-- i
"Captain McCoy, commanding
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
cer at Fort Wingate, is the house
Returns
Thursday and Friday.
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Smart,
AGENCY
at O. K Barber Shop
of 723 North Second street." Albuquerque Morning Journal. Captain Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
McCoy arrived in Santa Fe this noon
Phone No 23 Red
with Adjutant General Brookes to inspect the three local militia organizations tonight and tomorrow at the Na- MISS SWEET IS FIRST
:
AND MISS PHELPS SECOND.
tional Guard Armory.

12-0-

'

M. CATRON

A

VETERAN EDUCATOR.
Brother of Hon. T. B. Catron Was Also
Lawyer and Business Man
Once Visited Here.
The funeral of George M. Catron,

the oldest brother of Hon. T. B. CatROOM NEEDS
ron of this city and who died Tues- are made to perfection from our can be SICKsupplied
from here, We carry day took lilace today at Lexington,
fully
Lumber) because the wcod is a complete assortment o hoi vatr bag Mo.
perfect in every particular aDd sprayers, douches, bed pans and other apThe deceased was an educator of
free from every imperfection of pliances. We have everthlng for the in- note, and was also
a lawyer, and a
him
make
to
from
valid
the
rubber
pillow
knots, cracks and warpings. comfortable to
business man. He was born 74 years
j

8 OO

STRIPLHG-BDRXOW-
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In Order to introduce my work I
will, for 30 DAYS begininng April 1
make my fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dofcen

TYLvf

xflOlOS

No ticket schemes or cheap premiums to offer. One price to all.
REMEMBER THIS FFER IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 DAYS.
All work guaranteed,

Wffg
Please.

THE EL PIHON STODIO

PAY
and
G30lnT

i?

value

For Best Laundry

BUT V LL'GHT GOOD PLUMP
i

VALUES F0RVYOUR MONEY
1

Santa Fe Water

ANIi

'

II

I

S

v

j

fork

I

Manager Stanton of the Elks' theater announced today the vote for
teachers as follows:
201
Miss Belle Sweet
184
Miss Phelps
146
Miss Gutterman,
140
Miss DuVal
119
Miss Schnepple
114
Miss Grygla
110
Miss McGibbon
105
Miss Alonzo
104
Miss Hancock
101
Mrs. Fletcher
The coupons will be printed each
day until Saturday included on page
2 of the New Mexican.
Polls close
at 8 o'clock Monday morning.

112

CO.

THAT THERE 5 A STORE
IV TH
IS T0VIA VHE RE
YOU V0NT.GET FOOLED

i-

ri

rr

v

Tt:s.

r

I

il

WE
dUT
DAY--

DO

NOT

believe

IN FOOLING OUR,

IN APRIL Oft ANY OTHER. MONTH?
IN GIVENG
THEM GOOD VALUE 365
IN THE YEAR,

MISSES
1

DRE-5-5E-

2

J

4 YEAR.S 65C

To

To$r.50

NEW LINE LADIES MU.SLIN UNDERWEAR.
MEXICAN
YOUNGER

HAT-ONE--

FOR THE
IOC To 20C.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
RUPUTATION BUILDERS

feet an hour.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

over-reachin- g

'

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS, ihcice APPLES NOW.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

W&WSt&S

y

day

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the. orchard underthe trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

r0l

and

1

On and After Mareh 1st.
to!

4 OO

LAUHDRY

Electric S

Wive 10 those da?k

1.7f

REJ-OLVf-

THE HONEST PROPRIETARY MEDICINE.
fills a national need in the land and
it will take more than the cry of
"fraud" and "fake" from the avari
cious,
physician to overthrow an honest, reliable and standard preparation like Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound, which is
made from the roots and herbs of the
.
scenic beauties.
field, and has cured more women of
Mr. Catron leaves a widow and one female ills than any other remedy we
son.
know of.

1A Hour
LMt

Golden Oak,
value at

S3. CO

One Reed Rocker regular 6.20

was-mad-

superintendent of public schools
of Lafayette county and always displayed a lively interest in educational
matters.
,
Although admitted to the bar, Mr.
Catron devoted little time to the practice of that profession but became interested in real estate. But he passetf
most of his life as a neducator. He
once visited Hon. T. B. Catron at his
home here and was greatly impressed
with Santa Fe's bracing climate and

H-O-

Cane bottom,

regular

Every foot of it is thoroughly
ago, in Lafayette county, Missouri. He
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so The medicine that will cure Him studied in the schools of his county
it can be absolutely relied upon If there is anybody sick at your house cad and later entered the University of
Missouri by which he was graduated MOUNT ETNA TAKES A
by carpenters and builders, and on us for anything needed in the way of
in
1858. He took up the profession
NEW VOLCANIC SPURT.
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
archiRoom
Helps
Drugs or Sick
Catina, Sicily, March 31. The erupteaching shortly after his graduatects hereabouts particularly You'll find our service prompt, thorough of
tion and was an assistant; professor tion of Mount Etna increased in inmention our Lumbersin their and reliable, and our prices very moderate. in
the University of Misouri and later tensity today. Lava is flowing in the
spacifications.
A Company.
direction of Borrello at the rate of
S
taught in several colleges. He
Where your dollar buys the most.

Chairs at

Beautiful Flowers
on DISPLAY.

IIPERUL

GEORGE

Charles W. Dudrow

Mahogany finish, regular ?4 75
0

JUST
Call and see the

Ray-inold-

4.25

Chair at

G.OO

Regular

5-0-

SAFfAPE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

j

n

Ornamental Doors.

81

'

j

Dealers in Furniture

LADIES' ROCKERS

FOLDING BEDS

'

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO
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and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
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Connects with K. P. & S. V. Hy, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p.
iConneets with K. P. AS, W. Uy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
C. AS. Passenger trains arrive unU depart from DeMoines as follow:

l

i

j

SOUTHBOUND
NORTH KOUNH:
No, 1. 4.48 a. in,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
Jin. 7. 6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.
K.
T.
A.
at
Raton and Preston with C, & S. Ry. at
S,
Track connection with A.
By.
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station (jcate, Miami, Kayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park, N.M. is depot for the following stations in N. M.Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
Kaldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizahethtown. LoIxj, Quest a, Ranchos do Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Dai)y. fFlag, tl'aily except Sunday

J.

E. J. REDMAN,

Superintendent,
Raton, N.

I

M.

VAN HOUTEN,
F.
V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. f

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.

M

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

WILL HUNT FOR TREASURE
OF AZTEC EMPERORS

System

East or West

-

pected of this intelligence were sud- to the most cruel tortures, but
from them no information was extract- ed. It is now generally believed that
the hundreds of men it must have
to transport the gold were kill- ed after they had finished their task
that the few officials of the Aztec
government who knew of the hiding
place kept their secret in spite of all
tortures they suffered at the hands
of the Spaniards.
That the treasure is still in exist- ence is not doubted by those informed
on the subject but whether Mr. Ken- yon's codex will lead to their dis- covery is highly problematical if not
Similar papyrii have
improbable.
been found before and while they in
themselves were not spurious their
possessors had to discover that tin in- formation they imparted was nothing
more than a feint.

1-- 2

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

The Best Route

Palace.
Mrs. D. T. Mercial and Miss Helen
Mercial, Kansas City; C. A. Carruth,
Antonito.
Claire.
Mrs, A. Anderson, Gallup; E. R.
Chambers, Fruitland; Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Henry, Fairfield,
Neb.; J. H.
Saunders, Chicago; J. F. Conrin, Kansas City.
Gregg's.
L.
Helfrich,
Trinidad; George
Leach, El Paso: C. Erwin, Morenci,
Ariz.; J. B. Pendarous, Denver; W. B.
Minton, Silver City.
Coronado.
George L. Smith, Beaumont, Colo.;
J. H. Edwards, Manbrase; E. C. Cook,
Topeka, Kan.
In Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, pure
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
etc., are so cleverly blended as to give
a wonderfully true coffee taste, color,
and flavor. And besides, Health Coffee goes a third farther than any
other kind. You actually get 100 full
pound package.
cups from a 25c, 1
And Health Coffee is "made in a minute." No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling is at all necessary. And besides
there is not a grain of real coffee in
it. Sold by Frank Andrews.

ASK FOR TICKETS

El Paso & Southwestern

the siege of the city or could not be
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful lini- ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keep-- !
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc.
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.

j

Order to Reach Cave in Long Tun- net Will Have to Be Driven into
Mountain Side.

making tne acquaintance of tne
pie and greeting old friends. The club
was attractively decorated with the
American flag, bunting, palms and
in
potted flowers and an orchestra
and
music
nished
during the evening
for the dancing which followed the
ception and which a large number of
members of the club, their families ALAN R.
and friends participated. The receiv-thing line was a long one, including not
only the Governor, Mrs. Mills, Secre- tary and Mrs. Jaffa and the members S "WW
of the staff, but the members of the
club's reception committee and their
peo-j-ere-

fur-take-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P. A.

El Paso Texas.

THE

&

R

GRANDE

ffers
SECOND

ONE WAY

CLASS COLONIST FARE
OF
Ol

FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
TO

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING DATES

March 1st, to April J5th

j

life

j

Colonist Rates

2

$25.00
(ONE TVAY)

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
SACRAMENTO,
and intermediates

$36.05

PORTLAND, ORE. and
points in the Northwest
On Sale daily until April
15th 1910.
SEE SANTA FE AGENT.

GOVERNOR'S DAY
LAS CRUCES N. M.

i
'

$14.30 From SANTA FE
One and one fifth fare
for the round trip,
ALL POINTS, SANTA FE
TOLAS CRUCES
Tickets on Sale March 31st
and April 1st.
Return Limit, April 2nd, 1910
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

i

j
j

Woman
Evory
It Interested and
ttaonld know

B.DOUL

The New Mexican Printing ComV:
pany has on hand a large supply ot
.school
tablets
for
and
suitable
AWd?weitforit.
pads
.
.
.
If he cannot supply the
worn, me aesK, ana aiso lor lawyers
accept no
xur
dik seuu

:Vr
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cents in book form.
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MARVEL WhirlingSpray
new luviniu pyrinire.
Hest Jl OBt conven
ient. It cleanses
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H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master,
McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular con-

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

d

$35.20

$45.20

j

with gold, and even common cooking

communications
ular
first Monday of eacl'
month a Masonic na.i
at 7.30 v m--

,

tions during the 10 years the lawsuits
have been pending in the courts. The
government, as the trustee of the In- dians, will endeavor to ascertain the
rigntrm heirs with a view to accom- plishing a distribution of the accum- capitalists are behind the venture it ulated wealth.
surmised that the quantity of gold
NO SUBSTITUTE.
stored in the mountains must be tre-mendous. The treasure hunters them-- '
Accept no substitute for Foley's
selves have been extremely reticent Honey and Tar. It is the best and
on this point. The only statement safest for coughs, colds, throat and
they have made regarding the codex 'ung troubles. Contains no ODiates
is that it is written on papyrus made and no harmful drugs. Remember
the name. Foley's Honey and Tar, and
from the maguey plant.
accept no substitutes. Sold by Strip- Historical Data.
& Co.
There is a great deal of historical
data regarding this treasure. The
Aztecs were expert goldminers ana
uhm
GOVERNOR HEARTY GREETING.
smiths and made jewelry of great
'
beauty. The palaces of the Montezu-- '
Territorial
and
Mrs. Jaffa
Secretary
mas had many chambers, the walls
Were in the Receiving Line at the
and ceilings of which were sheathed
utensils in the kitchen are said to
have been made of that material.
Alter tne taking of the city by the
Spanish, Cortez caused many ship-- ,
loads of gold, silver, and precious
a
ennt n, Snoir,
bfnnao in ino ecu..
uiuuu
e"'"t it Vim,
most of the treasure had even then
disappeared. When the Aztec empire
had fallen in the hands of the con- quistadores they took up the hunt for
the treasure with the lust for riches
that characterized them and their
conquest, but failed to locate it for the
reason that the few who knew its
whereabouts has either perished in

vfti

No
Reg-

wives.
Governor Mills will spend today in ARTHUR
Albuquerque. The members of his staff
returned home this morning. Col. W.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
A. Fleming Jones of staff came to Al- 1, K. T. Regular conclave
buquerque yesterday to accompany
1 fourth Monday in each
the governor to the Mesilla valley,
& month at Masonic Hall at
The governor will occupy today re- 7:30 p. m.
ceiving friends at the hotel.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
i
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
ADJOURNMENT OF TRIBAL
RELATIONS TO LAW.
Fortify now against th. Grip for it
'
comes every season sure! Preventics
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Task Assigned to
Delicate Legal
offer in this respect a most certain Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Judge R. L. Bean of U. S. Disand dependable safeguard. Preventics, on the third Monday of each month
trict Court in Oregon.
at the "sneeze stage" will, as well, at 7:30 o'clock ' in the evening in
also surely head off all common colds, Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Spokane, Wash., March 31 -D- eis
Keep Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corinheritance
the
termininsr
rights But promptness
or
in
for dially invited to attend.
the
Preventics
purse,
pocket
which obtained under polygamous reJOHN W. MAYES, 32.
48 for 25c. Sold
Box
use.
of
instant
laws
lations, sanctioned by the tribal
s
Venerable Master.
Stripling-Burrow& Co.
by
of the Umatilla Indians following the
32.
HENRY
F.
STEPHENS,
raids on the early pioneers of the Ore- Secretary.
FRFANCISCO VARGAS
gon country and in conflict with
REPORTED TO BE DYING.
boring tribes, is a task assigned to
b. p. o. e.
S.
R.
Bean
States
United
of
the
Judge
No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
district court at Pendleton, Ore. The He Was Shot Several Months Ago as holds its
session on the secregular
of
Result
also
the
involves
adjustSquabadjudication
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
ble at Albuquerque.
ment of the tribal relations to the
month. Visiting brothers are invited
man.
The hearing
laws of the white
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
will begin on April 6.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 31.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
the
20
on
cases
There are
of these
Francisco Vargas the aged man who
Secretary.
docket for the coming sessions, and was snot ,n tne shoulder by Police- are chiefly disputes among the de- - man Antonio J. Guavara, of the city
Knights of Pythias.
scendants of chieftains and fighting police force, as the culmination of a
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
men, who, because they distinguished three cornered
squabble between Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
themselves in the numerous wars and Vargas, Guavara and Dog Catcher C. Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
exhibited exceptional strength, skill w Hunter, which occurred near O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitand endurance in the red man's Mountain road and Fourteenth street ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.'
games, were allowed a plurality of 0n January 8, last, is reported to be
wives. The scions now claim the jn a critical condition, having taken JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
glory resultant from the deeds of a turn for the worse. According to Dr.
their forebears, as well as a slice of Margaret C. Cartwright, who is the at- the allotment which the government tending physician, Vargas has failed
alowed to each member of the tribe rapidly for several days past and 'but
who would husband the soil.
little hope is held out for his recovery.
WThen the spirits of the semi-sav- "i don't see how Vargas will live
age warriors had crossed the Great more than three or four days, or a
to the "happy
Divide
hunting week at the most," said Dr. Cart- grounds," controversy followed as to wright yesterday.
the division of his wealth after the
Summer Excursion Rates
Guavara was indicted by the grand
white man's way. There was no man- - jury several days ago on a charge of
ner in which the Indian agent could assault with intent to kill and is at
determine the real owners of the prop- - present out on bond and still on duty
LOS ANGELES
erty, so the court of the white man 0n the police force,
SAN
DIEGO,
i
was resorted to.
Isleta Shooting Affray.
In the meantime the agent learned
31.
N.
March
M.,
Albuquerque,
the lands and continued from year to A number of Isleta Indians are in the
SAN FRANCISCO
year to collect the rents, depositing city to appear before the grand jury
the money in the banks. Some of the and tell what they know about a fight
lands are rich and produce incomes which occurred at Isleta several
which have grown to large propor- - weeks ago, which resulted in one man

being shot through the back and an- other sustaining a fractured skull,
The scrap was the culminating event
on the day of the annual acequia
dance and created quite a little
citement in the village. Candelario

Ortiz, a San Felipe Indian, was knock-ied on the head, ,by some unknown
party, his skull being fractured by the
blow. Domingo Jojola was shot in
the back and both men lingered at
death's door for a number of days,
Qrtiz was unconscious for ten days
and is still suffering great paln from
his injuries. Both Ortiz and Jojola
are here to tegtify befQre he gfand
jury The Indans are accompanied
by Pablo Ortiz, who was formerly em- ployed in an Albuquerque hardware
store. Ortiz is well educated and
speaks and writes excellent English.
A Famous Old Case.
Practically the whole day in the district court yesterday was occupied in
securing a jury to sit in the case of
Rlchard Dl Paima and Bernard Ruppe
vg Joseph Barnett and Jacob Wein- man in whlch the plamtiffs ask dam.
ages to the amount .of j10 000 and
i as recompense ror a cave-i- n of a
cosis
Central avenue building which smash- ed Ruppe'a drug store and practically
destroyed the entire stock The plain- tlffs allege that thg cave.ln wag due t0
the negijgence 0f tne defendant's em- ,poye8- - The cas6 has bee- tried sev-- j
erai times in the district court and
hasJ been three or four tlmeg
appealed
s

ling-Burro-

j

n

Montezuma Lodge
1, A. F. & A. M.

e

,

i

d

re-au- d

Three-Cornere-

San Antonio, Texas, March 31.
T. A. Kenyon, an American, has ap- plied to the Mexican government for
permission to hunt for the treasures
of the Aztec emperors, the where- abouts of which he claims to have
discovered through an Aztec codex in
his possession.
In this document,
which is claimed to deal exclusively
with the hidden wealth, there is ref- erence to pots of pure gold, solid gold
chains, the diadems of the Montezu- mas and a fabulously rich necklace of
gold and precious chalchiuhuites the
rarest of gems. According to Mr.
Kenyon their hiding place is also in- dicated, being one of the many caves
in the vicinity of Texcoco.
So far the Mexican government has
taken no action in the matter. Lie.
Sierra, the secretary of public instruc- tion, has advised
Ong. Leopoldo
Batres, inspector of archaeological
affairs, to take the case under consid- eration. A few days ago the latter
and Mr. Kenyon had a conference at
San Juan Teotihuacan the results of
which have as yet not been published,
In the meantime the Aztec codex in
question has been placed in the
strongest vault in the City of Mexico,
In order to reach the cave in which
the treasure is said to be hidden it
will be necessary to drive a long tun- Mr. Kenyon has
nel in a mountain.
offered to the Mexican government all
finds of archaeological value that may
be made, being content with the pots
or goia ana tne goia cnains as nis
In view of the fact that several

31, 1910.

were taken for a ride about the city ison and E. A. Mann are representing
in automobiles furnished by members the defendants. Marron and Wood
of the club. In the party with the and A. B. McMillen are appearing for
Governor and Mrs. Mills were Sec- the plaintiffs.
retary and Mrs. Jaffa, Attorney GenA NIGHT ALARM.
eral and Mrs. Clancy, Mayor Felix H.
Worse than an alarm of fire at night
Lester, Col. Jose D. Sena of Santa
Fe, Col. M. M. Padgett of East Las is the metallic cough of croup. Careful mothers keep Foley's Honey and
Vegas, Col. W. A. Fleming Jones of
Tar in the house and give it at the
S.
A.
General
Las Cruces, Adjutant
first glance of danger. Foley's HonBrookes, Messrs A. B. McGaffey, F.
B. Schwantker, M. L. Stern, J. H. ey and Tar has saved many little
s
lives. No opiates. Sold by
O'Rielly of the club's reception com& Co.
mittee.
The ride occupied the afternoon unIf you want anything on earth try
til about 4 o'clock when the gover- a New
Mexican Want Ad.
nor returned to the hotel and for two
callers.
hours was engaged in meeting
The reception at the club began at
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
8 o'clock.
Every one was invited and
several hundred Albuquerque people
MASONIC.
responded to the invitation, the gov-

&

Company.

Railway

THURSDAY, MARCH

.

Commercial Club Reception.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 31.
Governor William J. Mills, Mrs. Mills,
uu
aim mis. mmui jau
the members of the governors' staff
were guests of honor at a brilliant re-mention
-- -tpndprprl livj the flnmmpwlal
r
Club last night at which several hun- dred citizens of Albuquerque were in- troduced to the new executive of the
territory, while a very enjoyable danc
Ing party followed the two hours In
j which
the governor and his party
stood in the receiving line.
It was one of the most pleasant so- cial events the club has ever given In to the territorial supreme court It
nonor oi a pudiic omciai ana Gover- is expected that the
of testi
nor Mills after the somewhat strenu- mony will begin this taking
morning.
ous day, expressed himself as greatly
Attorneys Neill B. Field, H. B. Jam- pleased with the greeting extended to
him by Albuquerque.
The governor and his party arrived
on the noon train from Santa Fe and
were welcomed at the station by the
Commercial Club reception committee
who escorted them to the Alvarado

,

O.MfiHT

hotel.
After luncheon

the

entire

party

One way via
PORTLAND or
SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,

VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B. C.

$55.00

Dates of Sale, May 28th
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.

Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address.
H. 8, LUTZ, Aent
Santa Fe, N.M.

Stockmen's Association meeting

AMAR1LL0, TEX.
$20.05
Round Trip
On Sale, April 4, 5. and 6
Limit, April 9th. 1910
"SANTA FE ALL i HE WAY'

THURSDAY, MARCH
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not only for Xew Mexico but for the
.,
entire nation. There should be no re
luetance on the part of livestock owners to give out the number of head of
stock they own as the census enumerators are under oath and under severe
"My mother died six years ago," writes Miss Ruth
of Jcrseyville, 111., 'and left rne to care for six
not to reveal the data they
Ward,
penalty
lime. Antoinette Le Brun, the
"Where to leave her and with whom secure to
I had never been strong; and
unauthorized
children.
any
person.
this, with the shock
talented
young
prima donna soprano, I did not know. I didn't want to send I'nder no circumstances will
one
of
was too much for me.
her
any
death,
will sing at the Elks' theater Monday her back to the home, even if they
'
Mm :isissiir'u nflire lie K
"I tailed in health. I was tired all the time and did
A copy of her program has would permit it. Finally I thought of connected with
night.
an
the
fca
will
enumerator
nor
appointed
not
to go anywhere, nor care for company. I had
want
been received and will be printed
Eha Wheeler Wilcox, that dear, kind
the headache all the time and such bearing-dow- n
Mme. Le Rrun is scheduled woman, whose writings have had so forest service or any other branch of
pains.
"A very dear friend advised me to take Cardui, as it
to sing, selections from Flotow's Ro- much influence on the lives of so the federal government outside of the
recensus
bureau
have
access
to the
mantic opera
and Verdi's many artists. I sat down and wrote
had done her so much good, so 1 commenced to use it
"II Trovatore." She will be assisted to her whom I had never met, ex- turns, which will be kept confidential.
and now I am in good health."
has assured the
by several singers of note.
plaining the situation and my needs. Supervisor Walter
" 'Bring the child up at once,' was Washington census officials that the
The seat sale will begin at Fischer's
the prompt reply, and up to her bunga- stockmen of New Mexico will be as
drug store tomorrow morning.
and paniotic as those
Much has been written about Mme. low at Shortbeach, Conn., we went.
Le Brun and the following is an in- I was never more happily received in ot other sections and will truthfully
teresting story printed in the Minne- my life. The child was taken into her answer the enumerators as to their
apolis Journal telling how she met new home; Mrs. Wilcox arranged a herds, not only on enclosed farms, but
also on the public ran tie, and in the hi J44
j

Wavers
j

ays

If

Failed in Health

TV!

Take

public-spirite-

;

national forests.
It is recognized that the taking of
a census in Xew Mexico is a most
difficult undertaking on account of the
two languages that prevail, the long
distances, sparse settlement, the
and climatic conditions, and
the many absentees at that season
who are temporarily
in shearing
camps either in Xew Mexico or ad- joining states or who are away from
their homesteads on leaves of ab-- j
sence. Therefore this appeal is made
to the newspapers and the public in
genera to assist in the work, to re-- !
of
port promptly any shortcomings
enumerators, any omissions they may
make, and to answer all questions
'
frankly and as accurately as possible.
While it is true that the census act
provides for penalties for those who
refuse to answer the questions or who
i
to the
wilfully give misinformation
enumerators, Supervisor Walter be-- !
lieves that it will not be necessary in
any instance to appeal to the United
auues district attorney for action, as
he is certain that, the local interest
in the results of the census is such
that every citizen will
with
him to give Xew Mexico a complete
and accurate count.

I
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The Woman's Tonic

j

i

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooia Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tena..
for Special Instructions, and
book. "Home Treatment for Women," sent free.

7TT

;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NORMAL

v
Extraordinary Success of Territo-i.Institution at El Rito, Rio Arriba
County Good Attendance.

;

1

j,

failing tiny nerve no larger than
silken thread takes from
its impulse, its power, its
The Stomach also has its
inside nerve. It was Dr.
Shoop who first told us it was wrong
to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
Heart or Kidneys. His prescription
Dr. Shoop's Restorative
is directed
straight for the cause of these ailmentsthese weak and faltering in- &:ue nerves.,
mis, no aouDt cieany
eIjlains why the Restorative has of
late grown so rapidly in popularity,
Druggists say that those who test the
Restorative even for a few days soon
become fully convinced of its wonder- ful merit.
Anyway, don't drug the
organ. Treating the cause of sickness
is the only sensible and successful
Co.
way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
A

the finest
the Heart
regularity.
hidden, or

MME. ANTOINETTE LE BRUN,
Who Will Sing Selections From Flotow's Romantic Opera "Martha" and
Verdi's "II Trovatore" at the Elks' Theater Monday Night.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox and became her delightful, informal musicale in the
warm friend. Says the Journal:
bungalow that night, and I left the
"Antoinette Le Brun, the young and next morning with the knowledge that
hiilliant prima donna soprano, whose one serious burden, the care of a
engagement at the local theater this child, had been shifted from my shoul- week is attracting the attention of tiers.
theater-goers- ,
niece
is a great-gran- d
"Mrs. Wilcox kept Suzanne all that
When 1 returned to town
of General Jackson.
She is also a summer.
bosom friend and enthusiastic admir- in the fall, Mrs. Wilcox was already
er of Ella "Wheeler Wilcox, a volume in her winter home, the old Everett
of whose poems always accompanies house, Seventeenth street and Fourth
the singer on her travels.
avenue, New York, where I was one
"What is it that is said about 'a j of the fortunate ones bidden to her
little child shall lead them? " says famous Sunday afternoon
Madame Le Brun. "Well, it was a When I decided that I wanted to go
little child that led Ella Wheeer back into opera, it was Mrs. Wilcox
Wilcox and me together. It happened who sat down and wrote personal letabout four years ago that, I had a ters to every important manager then
little French maid, Suzanne, whom I in the field. Now, wasn't that sweet?
had taken from a children's home. I She's the dearest friend I have in the
fell ill that summer and was com- world, and I believe, always will be.
I hear from her every week."
pelled to go away and leave her.

j

ALBUQUERQUE
INDICTED

!

DOG CATCHER
BY GRAND JURY.

Francisco Sedillo is Arrested on an
Old Warrant Charging Him With
Assault With a Deadly Weapon.

Albuquerque,

X.

M., March

31.

C. W.

Hunter, for six months past the
holder of the somewhat strenuous position of city dog catcher, was indict- ed by the territorial grand jury yes- terday morning on a charge of unlaw-reaIMPORTANCE OF ACCURATE
Spanish, or German, of Italian, fnlIy discharging firearnis wi,hin the
AND COMPLETE CENSUS. or any other language, should answer city
limits
Hunter was arrested
in the affirmative the question wheth- soon after the indictment was returnTask is Most Difficult One in New er he can read, and similarly the ques- ed and being unabie to furnish a ?250
tion whether he can write, if he writes bond was taken to the county jail to
Mexico and Public
is a Necessity.
await trial.
any language.
peo- Among, the
It wm be remembered that some
Census Supervisor Paul A. F. pie the head of the family or other six weeks ago Hunter was arrested on
'
Walter, in an interview today, point- person giving the answers for the a warrant sworn out by Mauricio Pe.
the
to
answer
to
will
New
tend
out
household,
ed
the great importance
reaj who claimed tnat Hunter had
Mexico of an accurate and complete question whether this or that member kiIIed nis dog wjtnout
sufficjent
census. Representation to constitut-tiona- l of the family can speak English, or cause and further claimed that the
and other conventions may be can read or write, in the same waydog catcher had sent the pup to the
based on the official population re- for every member of the household, as happy hunting ground with a rifle. On
turns, and the apportionment of the for himself.. But often some of the the charge of discharging a gun
or servants speak and read in the city limits, Hunter was bound
general school and other public funds
is often made on census returns. Con- English even if the head of the fani over to the grand jury, with the regress and the world at large will base ily does not. It is important that suit that that body yesterday found
their ideas of the population, the the correct answers be given for each a true bill against him.
The witnesses who appeared before
wealth, the resources and the great- member of the family. The census
ness of New Mexico, very largely in the past has doubtless indicated a the grand jury testify regarding the
upon the official census returns, and larger percentage of people in New case were Mauricio Perea, Mrs.
as not being able to read or garet Hedler and Mrs. F. H. Kent,
no claims made otherwise, can at any
time offset completely the influence of write than is just, and has thus pre- Negroes Indicted for Assault,
James Jackson and Mayo Redman,
the official statistics.
judiced against New Mexico those
But there is not only need that who have referred to the official sta- - negroes, were indicted yesterday bv
every bona fide resident, and every tistics. Enumerators should pay spec- - the grand jury on a charge of assault-ia- l
.
heed to this phase of the census ing each other. Jackson was
farm and its products be enumerated,
ed
on
two
that
counts,
of
and
various
on
but the
the popassault,
questions
Livestock Census.
ulation and agricultural schedules
discharging firearms within the city
A special effort will be made to take 'limits. The trouble between the two
must be answered accurately.
Many persons of foreign birth or an accurate livestock census. The men occurred at the corner of
descent when asked: "Can you read
industry is of prime import- - enth street and Tijeras road, March
or write?" answer "No," if they can- ance to the territory. The aggregate 20. Jackson ran amuck with a pistol
not read or write English. As a mat- number of animals may have an im-- , anrt Redman was using a stone and a
ter of fact, every person, who can portant bearing on future legislation beer bottle as weapons of defense,
Arrested on Old Warrant.
Francisco Sedillo, of Barelas, was
arrested yesterday afternoon on an
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
indictment returned at the last term
of court, charging assault with
,
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Spanish-America- n

SCHOOL.

TRYING TO SPOIL
THE POLITICAL FUN.

Denver, Colo., March SI. Destruction of the I'nited States east of the
necessary it. was and what a demand Rocky mountains and of California by
ex'Ks for exactly the kind of instruc- llalley's comet, some time after May
iO this year, is the prediction uttered
tion which is there afforded. Wh-- r
S. Malleck,
a Persian
uiging its establishment, Hon. L. I'. by Lazarus
Prince insisted, in the council, thaf my!' tic driven from his native land by
Hit most important work of an educa- persecutions because of his prophetional character in Xew Mexico, wss cies.

the preparation of strtable teachers
for the 700 rural schools in which
(vet 90 per cent of the entire school
;
population has to secure its entire
and that those teachers ought
to be obtained from among Xew Mexi
co'''- own people.
From the day of its opening the El
Rito school has been a success an
before Christmas about thirty pupils
had been enrolled.
Since that time the following seventeen students have entered the
Spanish-AmericaNormal school, sev
eral of them being teachers who have
concluded the terms of the schools of
which they were in charge:
Elias Martinez, Tierra Amarilla.
Tomas Chavez, Tierra Amarilla.
Alfredo Salazar, Ohamita.
Mrs. Rowe, Estancia.
Onesimo Chavez, Vallecitos.
Carlos Gonzales, El Rito.
Geronimo Archuleta, El Rito.
Amada Chavez, El Rito.
Socorra Cochon, El Rito.
Rufina Guillen, Alcalde.
Miss Livesay, Moriarty.
Miguel Gallegos, Conon de El Rito.
Fidel Jamarillo, Canon de El Rito.
Albert Muller, Taos.
de
Venceslao Martinez,
Ranchos
Taos.
Tomas Martinez, Ranchos de Taos.
Lee Rowe, Embudo.
At the same time three of the
students have temporarily left the
school in order to accept positions as
teachers. These are Marie Ferran, at
Coyote, Ralph Dixon at Velarde, and
Ambilis Moya near Abiquiu. These
are in addition to five pupils who had
been called away to teach before
1

n
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with-childre- n
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J

Leaving Santa Fe SA a. m.
Arriving Jl Paso 10,40 p. lu,

RETURNING

Leaving El Paso 8.00 a. in.
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
nn
I

QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
t
i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.

friin ill). 4
& S. "W. ani

Arrive at Kansas Olty 5,60 p. m. next day
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a. m. 2nd day

Rook Island trains carry Standard
E. P.
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
J. P.LYNG,
City Freight

&

Passenger Agent.

system.
Co.

Sold by

Stripling-Burrow-

s

&

In most delightful

new
bath, electric lights,
rich
telephone', acre of
garden,
small
orchard,
young
fruits,
water, yards for 200
city and
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
for carpenter shop. Address L., Xew
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
ao-qui-

sections
3, 1S91,

by

the

10

and

17

of the act of March

(20 Stats., S3 ), as amended
act of February 21, 1S93, (27
170), and that said proof will
1

Stats.,
be made before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April
'.'!, 1910, viz: Xicario Quintana, heir
of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
SW
the W.
Sec. 2S, and the SE
i ! NE
Sec. 29. T. 10 N., R. 13 E.,
X. M. P. M., of 120 acres.
He names the following witnesses
tj prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Cleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M. ; Calle-tan- o
Garcia, Rowe, N. M., Vincente
Quint ana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio Roi-baPecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
tgainst the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under th? laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should net be allowed will be given an
d
opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
l,

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
Serial 0L5;:i, Pecos Forest. Not
Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United SU.tes Land Office.
Santa Fe X. M., March 5, 19110.
Notice is lereby given that the fol
lowing namel claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in supiort of his claim under
sections 16 aid 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Slats., 87.4), as amended
by

the act

cf)

February

21, 1S93 (27

2

1-- 4

1-- 4

4

o

fine

you desire.

1

NOTICE FOR PUBVlCATIOIV
Small holding claim o. 1420.
Serial 012530, Pecos Forest. Sot
Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(2C Stats., S54), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Register and Receiver at San
ta Fe. N. M., on April 21. 1910, viz.:
Tiburcio Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roi- bal, of Rowe. N. M.. for the N
NE
Sec. 32, and the S
SE
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M,
of 160 acres.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano Garcia, of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
and Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Tnterior Department why such proof
shov'-- not be allowed will be
given an
opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
d

2
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A tody from St. Paul writes in substance,
as follows:

"When

1
began uslnir Pantlcrtne my hair
to my Khouldersanii now
away below my hips."

woultl not

It

Is

Another from Newark, N.

J.

" I have been using Dandcrlne
Wheul first started lo use tt I hadroptilarly.
very little hair, now 1 have the nioRt beautiful long
and thick hair anyone would wanttohave."

at all druggists in three
sizes 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle
Datlderine enjoys a greater sale than

NOW

any other one preparation regardless of kind
or brand, and it has a much greater sale than
all of the other hair
preparations in the
world combined.

FREE

g

L

fK

1

h

I

Tv&

part

with

house

above-mentione- d

ANDERINE is to the hair what fresh showers
of rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
It
goes right to the roots, invigorates and
strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cauge the hair to grow
It at
abundantly long, strong and beautiful.
once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair, and a few weeks'
use will cause new hair to sprout all over the
Use it every day (or a short time,
scalp.
alter which two or three times a week will
be sufficient to complete whatever growth,

deadly weapon. Sedillo became sud-- j
denly insane before the warrant could
be served on him last year and was
taken to the asylum at Las Vegas. He
recovered after several months' treatment and was discharged from custody, returning to Albuoueraue. Since
his iwturn, he has raised a disturb
ance on several occasions, and the old
indictment was resurrected against
him yesterday, with the result that he
was taken into custody and placed in
the county jail.

Pneumonia follows a cold but never
follows the use of Foley's Honey and
Tar which stops the cough, heals the
lungs and expels the cold from the

FOR RKXT
city,

cross-examin-

PROVE IT!

k

of

Stats., 470), aid that said proof will
be made before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910,
viz: Marianc Quintana, heir of Isidro
Quintana, of Rowe, N M., for the W
NW
Sec. 28, HE
NE
Sec. 29, SE
SE
of Sec. 20, T.
16 N., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., containing 160 acret.
He names the following witnesses
to prove hs actual continuous
ad
Notice For Publication.
verse possession of said tract for
Small Holding Claim No. 1118.
twenty years next preceding the surSerial 012528.
vey of the twnship, viz.:
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
Department of the Interior,
Rowe, N. M; Vicente Quintana and
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910. Antonio Roilal, of Pecos, N. M.
Any persoi who desires to protest
Notice is hereby given that the follothe allowance of said proof.
against
nowing-named
claimant has filed
or who knows of any substantial reatice of his intention to make final son
under tht laws and regulations of
proof in support of his claim under the Interior
Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
1
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebutl-- I of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. GTERO,
Register.

and we can

j

and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN

Capt. Bogardus Again Hits the Bull's
Eye.
This world famous rifle shot who
holds the championship record of 100
pigeons in 100 consecutive shots is
living at Lincoln, 111. Recently interviewed he says: "I have suffered a
long time with kidney and bladder
trouble and have used several well
known kidney medicines all of which
gave me no relief until I started taking Foley's Kidney Pills. Before I
used Foley's Kidney Pills I was subjected to severe headache and pains
in my kidneys with suppression and
oftentimes a cloudy vomiting. While
upon arising in the morning I would
Now I have takget dull headaches.
en three bottles of Foley's
Kidney
Pills and feel 100 per cent better. I
am never bothered with my kidneys
or bladder and once more feel like
my own self. All this I owe solely
to Foley's Kidney Pills and always
recommend them to my fellow suffer& Co.
ers." Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s

Grows Hair

indict-taking-

NEST MEXICO CENTRAL

"Denver is the Zoar, the city to
the people were warned to flee
from Soddom and Gomorrah, the city
ot i no mountains,
it snail escape
That is why I am here," said Malleck.
which

Mar-Mexic- o

j

VIA

Christmas.
Thus the institution has
lost, no time in practically
supplying
tlie need for which it was intended.

This institution is having really ex
traordinary success, which shows ho'v

j

CIGAR SALESMAN" WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. P.i pay. Write
for full particulars ut once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

cellar;

Women's pains are relieved or prevented and women's
strength is quickly restored, by Cardui, the woman's tonic.
You yourself know best if you need it, or not.
If you do need it, do not delay, but commence to use
it at once. Every day of delay, only lets you slide further
down the hill.
Don't wait, then, but begin to take Cardui today, for its
use, no matter how prolonged, cannot harm you and will
surely do you good.

topo-graph-

FOR REXT Furnished room with
bath. Ceiitb man. luf, Johnson St.
FOR SALE Thre. room tent house
and furniture. (). ('. Watson & Co.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices ut Charles E.
Michael Real Estate.

Cul
This

To show how quickly Oindtrim
acts, we will send a tare.
pie free by return mail to anyone who

sends this tree coupon to the
KNOWLTON

&

DANOERINE

CO., CHICAGO, ILL.,
and address and 10c

with their name
in silver or stamps to pay postage.

2
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above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

Register.
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Thrown Out of Buggy The wife
and children of Pedro G. Ortiz of East
Palace avenue had a narrow escape
(Continued From Page Two.) - from serious injury last evening while
crossing the, bride over the . Arroyo
at Sais. The horse driven by Ramon
The big attraction
Elks' theater, April 1, 2, a.
Ortega ran away and the occupants of
and the vehicle were scattered along the
FOR SALE A good riding
driving horse and saddle. Inquire 309 highway. The most seriously hurt was
East side Plaza.
the eighteen months old daughter. Or
Woman's Aid Society The Wo tega had his arm badly sprained and
man's Aid Society of the First Pres- Mrs. Ortiz had her right side bruised.
byterian church, will meet at the
Meets
City Central Committee
home of Mrs. A. J. Fischer tomorrow The city central committee of the
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Republicans met today. Hon. T. B.
j
Ladies Aid Society The members Catron presided.
Marcelino A. Ortiz
of the Ladies' Aid Society will meet was elected secertary and Captain
at 1:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon Fred Muller treasurer. The different
' at
the parsonage of the St. John's candidates on the Republican ticket
Methodist Episcopal church.
were assessed the customary amounts
Caucus and Convention The Dem- to pay the expenses of the campaign.
ocrats met in caucus at 2 o'clock this The Republican ticket was filed this
afternoon at the court house building forenoon in the office of Probate Clerk
land at 7:30 o'clock tonight will hold George W. Armijo by C. C. Catron,
their convention to nominate a city chairman, and John K. Stauffer, secre
ticket.
tary of the city convention yesterday.
I
Polyglot Census Office The cenJury Disagreed After being out all
night, the jury in the case of the Ter- sus office today looks like a Berlitz
ritory vs. David Baca at Socorro re- school of languages, English, German,
and was dis- Spanish, and Chinese proclamations
ported disagreement
was
case
set for trial having been received. Apache, Navajo
The
charged.
and Pueblo proclamations to come.
again on next Tuesday.
The Chinese proclamation is picturNew Lincoln County Court House
A force of laborers with teams start-- 1 esque to say the least. In it the coned work yesterday morning excavat-- ' sul general at San Francisco tells his
not
ing the basement and foundation for countrymen that they 'should
the new court house and jail at Car-- 1 cherish" any suspicion when he census enumerators call on them and ex;rizozo, Lincoln county .
object of the thirteenth
Still in plains the
Western Union Wires
'
census.
Trouble The wire trouble, on the
See Manzanillio!
You
get your
Western Union which began hist Sat-- ,
anurday on account of storms still con- money's worth when Manzanillio
tinues and made the Associated Press swers your question. At Elks' theater, April I, 2, 3. Prices 10c, 15c.
report late and short today.
Territorial Board of Pharmacy
Epworth League Meeting A meetMeetings of the Territorial Board
members
of
the
the
of
Epworth
ing
VeLeague of the Methodist Episcopal of Pharmacy will be held at Las
church will be held tomorrow at the gas May 9; at Raton, May 10 and 11;
13. Violations
parsonage of the church. 422 Galisteo and at Tucumcari, May
street. After the meeting the elec- - of the pharmacy or poison laws should
tion of officers will take place. Then be reported to the secretary for investigation at said meetings. Candiwill follow a social hour.
dates for examination must report
Postal Telegraph Poles Down at
promptly on above dates at Murphey's
the
of
poles
Anthony Telegraph
store, Las Vegas; Nutting's, at
Postal Company, carried down near drug
Raton, or Shelton's at Tucumcari. E.
Anthony, Dona Ana county, by the G. Murphey, President; A. J. Fischer,
communication, secretary, Santa Fe, X. M.
storm, demoralized
but the damage was repaired and com
Socialists
Nominate
Albuquerque
munication was reestablished.
Ticket The Albuquerque
Socialists
Archuleta on Trial Daniel Archu have nominated the following ticket:
leta was placed on trial at Socorro For mayor, J. W. Blackburn; for clerk,
today for the murder of Ysais Carmo-- ; T. H. Bangs; for treasurer, W. S.
dy at Magdalena. Archuleta was dep-- ; Sandon; for councilman, first ward, J.
uty sheriff and had trouble with J. Ryan; school board, first ward, W.
Carmody in a disreputable house. The R. Springstead; for council, second
for school
shooting occurred a few minutes later ward, L. P. Beckham;
' ""I
in front of a saloon.
board, second ward, J. S. Bowdich;
Paying of Box Rents An amusing for councilman, third ward, E. E.
for school board, third ward,
incident connected with the payment
H. Sturgeon; for councilman, fourth
e
of postofnce box rents at the
this week was the discovery ward, W. P. Metcalf; for school board,
made by Assistant Postmaster Manuel fourth ward, (2 year term), Mentz
Otero that some people did not recall Oleson; for school board (4 year term)
the number of the boxes they had C. F. Allen.
Suffered The
rented for the past three months or
smudge
Apricots
more. Copies of some memory sys- pots worked over time in the ortem will doubtless t-- recommended. . chards last night and while several

Minor City Topics.

CA
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No

GROCERY AND BAKERY

i

Red, White and Yellow

j

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.

null 4

F. ANDREWS

Flint

j

14

j

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
i

YRDONlHICKOX STREET, NEAR

NEW

CENTRAL

MEXICO

-

Red Phone 100

DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
an

Her-riman-

post-offic-

Final uLAbb
HACK SERVICE

.

satis

aux.iv.

issuKau

corrick's hack line zs&bz
Bi
ibi bide Hm

owners of orchards today are throwing bouquets at themselves over the
success with which their oily efforts
were met, others are bemoaning the
loss of apricots due to the fall of the
mercury to 20 degrees above zero.
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field
division of the general land office,
found his apricot blossoms frozen and
he thought Professor Patty with cans
of liquid air had played tricks on
him. Frank Jones on the other hand
stated today that as far as he has
ascertained his apricots have been
saved. Mr. Jones stayed up until midnight, looked at his thermometer and
then got busy. The smudge pots properly filled will burn sever, hours, it
is said, and that length of time tides
the trees over the cool spell. The
other fruit trees are said to have been
undamaged in and near here though
reports from Las Vegas say the mercury fell to 5 above zero there and
It is
played havoc with orchards.
feared all the fruit in the lower Tecos
va'ley has been destroyed.
"Manzanillio" will not or never has
given a private reading to anyone.
Queries will be answered only in full
view of

the audience.

WILL TAKE A GOOD CENSUS.

Precincts 7 Arch and 16 Inez.
John B. Kerley of Dereno, for Precincts 9 La Dande, 10 Taiban and 3
Dereno.

Ulysses S. Fraze of Dongs, for Precincts 11 Carter and 15 Causey.
Howard W. Davidson of Cromer, for
Precincts 12 Dora, 14 Kobe.
17 Red Lake. Fred C. Smith of Ingram for precinct 20, Ingram and 21'
Pearson.
j

Elmer Marsh Appointed Special Agent
Elmer Marsh of Santa Fe, has been
appoinieo. special agent or the census
bureau to supervise the taking of the
census of the Indians in Xew Mexico and will report tomorrow to Census Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter for
duty. He will shortly visit Farming-to- n
and the Shiprock agency of the
Xavajo reservation to plan the census work for that reservation. On
April 10 he will meet with the enumerators of the Pueblo Indians at
Santa Fe.

Elks' theater,

April 1, 2, 3.
Hymen Busy at . Albuquerque
"Marriage licenses were issued yesa
terday to Pete Domenical and Angio-linJones
J.
Selva; and to Clarence
and Hattie McChesney, all of Albuquerque. A double wedding was performed in the court house yesterday
afternoon by Justice of the , Peace
David Perea. The contracting couples
were Dick Seringo and Ethna Churcand
hill and Jack A. Speakman
Eugenia L. Hartman. Mrs. W. E.
Coleman announces the engagement
of her daughter, Miss Lucy, to Mr.
Frederick C. Balling. The wedding
will occur April 21. Both young people are well known and popular in Albuquerque and the news of their approaching marriage will be received
with much interest by their numerous
friends." Albuquerque Journal.

from Page One.)

(Continued

MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, March 31. Call money

per cent; prime mercantile
paper 4
per cent; Mexican dolAtchilars 44; Amalgamated 741-4- ;
son 111
New York Central 121
Union Pa
(Southern Pacific 125
cific 183
Steel 182
pfd. 119

EXTRADITION PAPERS FOR
A NOTED BEEF BARON.

21-2-

3

5

3--

5--

3--

7--

1--

S--

Lead dull,
copper weak, standard

New York, March
$4.42

31.

spot, $12.7013.00; silver 52
GRAIN, PORKr LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., March 31 Wheat-M- ay
1--

.

114

Corn

Jnry
May 62

5--

Oats

108
1-- 4

1--

July

3--

PICK,

mi
1 ake a
'

!
.1
wnue
tne
picking s
pick
good! There's no time of the Spring
season when the picking from our
Ladies' Tailored Suits, Pongee silk,
1

1

1

May 43

Pork May
Lard

$25.80;
May, :$13.S2.
"

Ribs

May

3--

1--

1-- 2;

2.

$13.67

1-- 2

70;

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, March 31. Wool dull;
Xew York, March 31. Requisition territory and western mediums 23
fine mediums 1822; fine 1116.
papers for extradition of J. Ogden Ar- 26;
LIVESTOCK.
mour of Chicago, who was recently
March 31. Cattle ReKansas
City,
indicted by the grand jury of Hudson
4,000; including 200 southerns.
county for conspiracy in controlling ceipts
Market steady. Native steers $6
prices of meat products were filed 8.25; southern
steers $5.258; southwith Governor Fort at Trenton by
ern cows $3. 50 5.75; native cows
Prosecutor Garven of Jersey City.
and heifers $47; stockers and feeders $4.506.60; bulls $4.406; calves
Dissolution of Partnership.
western steers $5.758;
Xotice is hereby given that the $6.508.75;
western cows $3.506.25.
partnership heretofore existing under
Hogs
Receipts 7,000. Market
the firm name of Digneo & Napoleon
Bulk
sales $10.5010.75;
steady.
has this day been dissolved by mutual
and
$10.7010.80;
heavy
packers
consent. All liabilities of the firm will butchers
$10.6010.75; light $10.30
be paid by Louis Napoleon and all 10.65; pigs $9.5010.25.
bills due the firm will be collected by
Market
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
him.
steady. Muttons $78.60; lambs $8.75
Santa Fe, N. M., March 29, 1910.
10.10; fed western wethers and yearL. NAPOLEON,
lings $7.259.50; fed western ewes
JOS. C. DIGNEO.
$78.25.

Coats, Dimitys, Percales, Ginghams

Different

New Spring line of long Kimonas
in cotton or silk, also a full sample
line of one piece wash dresses. All

Everything is fairly blooming with
the Spirit of Spring and the picking's
so good just now!

411

PICK

Is Smart, Hew and

Ho High
OlO

to Pay

and Chambrays.

colors.

A Splendid Assortment of Ladies'
Lingerie, Hosiery, Neckwear etc.

These And Many Other Attractions Await Your Call

NATHAN

July

$13.35.

Our Outfitting:

at this writing.

1-- 2

July 41
July $25.57
July $13.62

Ladies' Linen Suits, Linen Skirts,
King Tailored Shirt Waists, Linen

Himalaya and Duhar cloth and
furnishings will be better than it is

64

,v

THE IMG STORE
PICK,

I

MARCH 31, 1910.

THURSDAY1,

ALA ON

SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.

I

